
2016 ANNUAL REPORT
A Year of Ministry at Peninsula Community Chapel

KNOWING HIS JOY.
CHANGING HIS WORLD.





A YEAR OF MINISTRY
Our annual report is arranged along the lines of our vision statement: Knowing His Joy. Changing His World. 
The first part tells the story of how we sought to Know His Joy through His Word, in worship and as we worked 
to help each other grow. The second part tells how we sought to Change His World, locally and globally. The 
third section describes the PCC administrative structure and vision in 2016.
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INTRODUCTION
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

God promised to bless Abraham in order that, through him, all 
the peoples of the earth would receive blessing (Genesis 12:1-3). 
Abraham often failed, even bringing curses on some nations through 
his lack of faith. But God never failed and ultimately brought the 
blessing to Abraham’s spiritual descendants (the church) through the 
cross of Christ. Paul puts it this way in Galatians 3: 8,9:

And the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by 
faith, preached the gospel beforehand to Abraham, saying “In you 
shall all the nations be blessed.” So then, those who are of faith are 
blessed along with Abraham, the man of faith.

In Ephesians, Paul describes the blessing we have received and now pass on this way:

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in Christ with every spiritual 
blessing in the heavenly places . . . redemption . . . forgiveness of our sins . . .making known His plan for the 
fullness of time, to unite all things in [Christ] . . . an inheritance [as His sons with all the rights that carried 
in Paul’s day] . . . the Holy Spirit. (1:3-14)

This report records how God blessed Peninsula Community Chapel in order to bless the world. Or, as our 
vision statement puts it, He allowed us to Know His Joy (be blessed) so we could Change His World (be a 
blessing). Over two dozen staff and ministry leaders contributed their lives to this vision in 2016. The following 
pages are offered by them for these reasons:

1. God deserves praise for the blessings He poured out. This is the main reason.
2. You deserve a report on how He used your talents and resources to bring blessings to others. While 

none of us can be involved in everything the Chapel does, we are all able to be concerned and to rejoice 
in what other parts of the body have done.

3. Current leaders grow in wisdom as they reflect on how God did what He did and on what we left 
undone. 

4. Future leaders may gain insight from decisions made in 2016, some of which turned out well, some 
didn’t and for most the jury is still out.

5. Future members deserve to hear the story they are entering, the river into which God may be calling 
them. Like a river, a church is ever-changing. May this report give those readers hope that our God will 
be faithful to them as He has been to us this year.

TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR
Peninsula Community Chapel
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PART I:
Knowing His Joy.
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2015-2016 PRAYER & ACTION GOALS
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

Each year our elders, with input from staff, do an evaluation of the church and prayerfully construct Prayer & 
Action Goals in support of our vision statement Knowing His Joy. Changing His World. We use four “Ws” to 
organize and bring balance to our efforts.

WORD
To understand the world to come in ways that change His world today. 

• Read and discuss 50 Days of Heaven by Randy Alcorn

This book had traction. After our sister Susan Doddridge went to be with the Lord in 2016, we found out how 
much it meant to her and several of the folks with whom she shared it. For many it opened our eyes to see the 
desirability of a new heaven and new earth. Heaven is not an eternal Sunday worship service, quiet time, 
or long period of calm reflection. While it will include elements of all those activities, it will also be that place 
where all our God-given longings (for creativity, industry, relationships, growth, etc.) will be fulfilled forever. 

WORK
Changing His world, one marriage or family at a time.

• Read The Meaning of Marriage by Tim Keller to find out how marriage drives us all (married or single) 
to the gospel.

• Write a definition of marriage or family and support it biblically. 
• Share your definition of marriage or family with at least one unchurched friend.

As mentioned later in this report, this book met a need for many of us who appreciate marriage but have done 
too little thinking about its ultimate meaning and implications for our culture. We took time to write some 
definitions in our worship services. Too few of us were bold enough to share our definitions with unchurched 
friends. May God yet bless our friends as we draw on this book.

WORSHIP
To know God’s joy through music in the life of the believer.

• Reflect on the Scriptural foundations for one worship song monthly.

Steve Day did an excellent job leading us in singing the song of the month and helping us understand its 
biblical basis. If you were in the services, you likely did some reflection. Our prayer is that we set a new norm 
for how to engage in worship music.

WITNESS – LOCAL
To find new ways to change His world.

• Identify your evangelism style and put it to use in a context you enjoy already.

We continue to struggle with evangelism. At least this pastor does and he doesn’t hear regular stories of the 
blessing being passed on. Styles were shared and discussed in some Home Groups. Kevin King challenged 
us with the concept of shema statements, ones that reflect the shema of Deuteronomy 6 where God’s people 
are instructed to both have His words on their hearts and on their lips. For our benefit and the blessing of the 
world we are called to be speaking of Him throughout the day wherever we are. Shemas are low or high-volume 
comments sprinkled into our daily conversations that cause those around us to realize we are people in love 
with God, people with whom they could speak if and as they have spiritual interest or questions.  This became 
a goal for the ministry year 2016-2017.

WITNESS – GLOBAL
To know His joy by serving a fellow refugee

• Befriend a family and meet felt needs in Jesus’ name
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The Lord continues to bring the nations to our doorstep. Through the peninsula branch of the Commonwealth 
Catholic Charity (the local organization through which the State Department settles refugees to the US), we 
experienced the joy of meeting dozens of refugee families. Several of our folks volunteered as English as 
a Second Language (ESL) teachers, helped gather furniture, taught new friends to drive, oriented them to 
schools, and helped look for work. We have a long way to go before we can say every person in the Chapel has 
befriended a refugee. But when needs have been presented, the response has been overwhelming. We continue 
to seek opportunities to bless our new friends in practical ways even as we pray for their spiritual needs to be 
addressed. Kevin King’s challenge to us both in sermons (A Theology of Migration and Jonah, the Reluctant 
Missionary, both available on our website) combined with his seminar on shema statements pushed many of us 
in this direction. 

To change His world by gaining new Perspectives on it

• Read the Perspectives on the World Christian Movement website, then adopt one participant to pray for 
weekly. 

Our survey didn’t indicate many of us read the website or adopted a participant to pray for weekly. But 
whatever prayers were offered were answered by the bucketful! As mentioned later in Garrett Spitz’s 
report, 61 Chapel folks attended along with 14 more from other local churches. Four families (who were 
already committed to missions intellectually) were moved to take vocational steps in fulfillment of the Great 
Commission. Two have already deployed! One hopes to depart in the summer of 2017. One will be reducing his 
current employment in order to serve an international movement from here at home. And these are just the ones 
we know about! Every participant had his/her mind blown and heart stretched through this 15-week course. A 
few Home Groups disbanded during the winter/spring session in order to free members up to attend. May the 
ripple effects continue for years to come.

SERMONS
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

The big book of the year was Daniel whose message, “Things often aren’t as they appear: God is in charge 
of history”, was explored in sermons covering the first half of the book and coordinated with Home Group 
studies.  Core Discipleship Courses featured Daniel’s visions. We saw how The Ancient of Days ultimately wins 
through The Son of Man and its implications for both Old Testament Israel and the church today. A tumultuous 
presidential race, international terrorism and racial tensions in the US made the book even more timely. 
Daniel’s worldview is surely one of our greatest blessings, bringing great joy.

Another focus for sermons was the Pastoral Epistles. We are a church that seeks to mobilize leaders, men and 
women, who will lead by serving, freeing others to do what God has put on their hearts to do. So we sought 
wisdom from Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus, wisdom that flows from the accomplished work of Christ on 
the cross. We saw again and again the importance God places on the body of Christ being the body to each 
other. This picture of the church in action is another of God’s blessings to His people and through them to the 
world. Each epistle made it clear that we were not created simply to bless each other.

During the winter and in connection with the Consortium Marriage Retreat, we preached on marriage in 
concert with Tim and Kathy Keller’s The Meaning of Marriage, which we encouraged the congregation to read. 
In a day when marriage itself is questioned, we were challenged to not only reflect on its God-given meaning 
but to bless an unchurched friend by sharing our definition of marriage. 

In the summer our preaching team members each picked a favorite hymn or praise chorus to exposit, seeking to 
help us get even more out of our worship times. We also examined evangelistic styles exemplified in Scripture, 
encouraging one another to identify and employ the styles that fit us best. We ended the year with an Advent 
look at refugees in the line of Christ, men and women who experienced the kind of displacement Christ 
ultimately experienced when He left His heavenly throne to serve the likes of us. Each character left us longing 
for Christ who’s coming to our shores would change the world. 

Our preaching team consisted of Rick Butler, John Lane, Garrett Spitz, Dan Liebler, Mark Shaw and Tom 
Kenney. In addition, we were honored to hear from Len Bartlotti and Todd Johnson (both missiologists), Kevin 
King and Mike Latsko (both missionaries and missions equippers) and Eddie Francis (pastor of our plant, 
Peninsula East End Church). Indeed, these men of God were part of God’s blessing to us in 2016.
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CORE DISCIPLESHIP (CD) COURSES
 » GARRETT SPITZ, ASSOCIATE PASTOR

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In addition to Core Discipleship Courses we have continued to have a consistent crew of folks participate every 
week in prayer for God's work in Central Asia, Kenya, Japan, East Asia, Europe, and for the persecuted church 
around the world.

CD COURSES
In this past year we offered 21 different courses including:

• Hermeneutics
• A Gospel-Centered Defense for Life
• Six Biggest Questions (focusing on Satan, 

doubt, God’s sovereignty, sexual ethics, and 
pain)

• The Life of David
• Nehemiah
• Christianity Explored
• The Meaning of Marriage
• Heaven
• The Gospel of John

• Christ-Centered Friendships with Muslims
• The Hole in Our Gospel
• Vanishing Grace
• Onward: Engaging the Culture without Losing 

the Gospel
• Spiritual Warfare
• Getting to the Heart of Parenting
• Forgotten God
• Science and the Bible
• Sex and Money (Men Only)
• The Sermon on the Mount (Women Only)

CHALLENGES
Despite renewed efforts at promotion using emails and a Facebook page, the average weekly attendance for 
Core Discipleship Courses and Sunday morning prayer dropped from 41 per week in 2015 to 38 per week this 
year.

CD CLASS TEACHERS
• Scott Borges
• Chris Hamilton
• Meredith Cooper
• Rick Butler
• Eric Walker
• Garrett and Kristen Spitz
• Mike Powell

• Matt Powell
• Paul Christie
• Drew O’Neal
• Jonathan McClure
• Dawn Meisner
• Tim and Jen Hardison
• Charlie Carmichael

• Ed Snyder
• Glenn Farrar
• Bryan and Kerrie Davidson
• Ken Surles-Law
• Shanna Slovinsky
• Laura Patterson
• Keith Shaw

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We launched a PCC Core Discipleship Facebook page to help keep folks aware of new courses and to share 
other helpful resources and articles.

WORSHIP THROUGH MUSIC
 » STEVEN DAY, DIRECTOR OF WORSHIP AND COMMUNICATIONS

REST: A NIGHT OF WORSHIP
REST was held in May of this year. This night focused on the theme of rest, not just from life or activities, but 
resting in Christ and His work on the cross. In addition to singing a number of songs the church was familiar 
with (and some they were not), those in attendance got to hear from members of the team about how God was 
working in their rest.

HOPE: A NIGHT OF WORSHIP
A far wiser worship leader than I once told me that worship is two-directional: there's vertical worship, where 
we are singing songs to God and are more personal in nature, and then there's horizontal worship, where 
we are singing songs of truth about God in order to encourage one another. During our September Night of 
Worship, HOPE, our congregation had the opportunity to worship in both of these ways. As a result, it was one 
of my most favorite worship nights ever. Part of my joy of leading worship is getting to hear about how certain 
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songs have made an impact on the people in our church. It gives me a hyper-focus in my horizontal worship. 
I'm no longer just singing a song to encourage the church body, I'm also singing it with that person in mind. 
This night allowed the congregation to experience that same joy as we heard stories of hope from members 
of our congregation. And not only stories, but we got to hear and sing songs that had been particularly 
meaningful in their lives. So now, whenever we sing a song like Great Are You Lord, The Stand, or All Things 
New, we're singing them to encourage members of our congregation. We are living out Ephesians 5:19-20:

"19 addressing one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody to the 
Lord with your heart, 20 giving thanks always and for everything to God the Father in the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ,"

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
As with every year, we had to say goodbye to some team members. This year was no exception. Rick Ilardi 
stepped down to move to Texas to be closer to family. Rick was one of the pillars of our team: always dedicated, 
always prepared, a wonderful servant heart, and an incredibly fun musician to play with. He has been missed. 
Richman Jackson, an incredibly talented musician also moved on. His talent as both an excellent keyboard 
player and percussionist as well as his joy in leading worship have also been missed. If you ever watched 
Richman as he led with our team, you were most likely amazed at his ability to play keys, shake a tambourine 
in one hand while doing something entirely different with his feet at the same time!

We were very fortunate to add to our ranks this year Josh Rice, an incredibly talented bass player and an 
amazing tenor! He has filled in Rick Ilardi's shoes well. Matt Powell also joined our team as an acoustic guitar 
player and vocalist, filling a much-needed area.

Other changes included shifting Corbin Taylor from drums to bass, a transition he has excelled in, as well as 
shifting Nate Johnson from playing both drums and keys to strictly playing keys.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1. Hosting two successful nights of worship.
2. Adding some great team members.
3. Singing "home-grown" songs with our congregation

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• Planning Center Online
• Austin Stone Worship School Online Lessons
• CCLI

• Song Select
• ProPresenter

MINISTRY'S VISION / GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
In 2017, I hope to continue our Nights of Worship and see them expand in numbers. I also hope to build off the 
last Night of Worship and feature more stories from the congregation.

WORSHIP TEAM MEMBERS
• Nick Adams
• James Brown
• Rick Butler
• Steve Day
• Katie Day
• Chris Epperley
• Peter Grimes
• Tim Ilardi

• Rick Ilardi
• Richman Jackson
• Nate Johnson
• Randy Miers
• Mary Jo Newton
• Doug Pereira
• Matt Powell
• Josh Rice

• John Rippy
• Melanie Seaton
• Steve Shuster
• Josh Smith
• Corbin Taylor
• David Taylor
• Laura Taylor
• Judy Wiseman

ALL CHURCH EVENTS
 » STEVEN DAY, DIRECTOR OF WORSHIP AND COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNITY & COMMITMENT SUNDAY
This year, our church kicked off its new capital campaign, Dream On: Every Generation and we celebrated 
and committed ourselves to giving richly to paying off our current facility in order to reach dreams we had set 
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during the previous Freedom to Dream campaign. We committed ourselves on Community Sunday, May 1, 2016, 
and were amazed at how God moved our church to give. In addition to committing to this campaign, we also 
celebrated a wonderful year of ministry at PCC with one extended service featuring testimonies of how was 
God working throughout our church. After the service, we once again enjoyed delicious food from Gardner's 
BBQ out of North Carolina. Fried chicken, BBQ, and all the potatoes, coleslaw, and hush puppies you could 
eat fed our church well. As in year's past, we had inflatables and activities for the family, but due to weather, 
we had to keep our festivities entirely indoors, which meant that Peter Grimes and his crew had to work fast to 
"flip" the gym from a worship room to every kid’s greatest fantasy: a room full of slides, bouncers, and other 
activities.

ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE
This year’s Ash Wednesday service was held in Halls ABC and allowed for an intimate time of worship and 
reflection. Tom Kenney helped us to examine our hearts as well as corporately confess our sin to the Lord. Our 
elders then applied ashes to our heads while we sang of God's mercy and His faithfulness.

LORD'S TABLE SERVICES
This year, we continued our tradition of hosting the Lord's Table quarterly on Sunday mornings, Sunday 
evenings, and in Home Groups. Midway through the year, we opted to change to a monthly celebration on 
Sunday mornings, allowing more of our folks to experience the Table more frequently.  We also trust this will 
enhance the centrality of the cross to our worship.

EASTER AT THE CHAPEL
This year’s Easter services included Good Friday, Easter morning sunrise service (canceled due to weather), 
and two Sunday morning Easter services. Our Good Friday service was a multi-sensory experience. During 
our service, we took time to visit 10 different stations to help focus our hearts on the depth of our sin and the 
lengths God would go to set us free. Some of the stations included:

• A hammer and nail station, where we drove heavy nails into a piece of wood, reminding us of the 
wounds which should have been ours

• A crown of thorns
• A punching bag where we followed in the footsteps of Roman soldiers who slapped and mocked Jesus, 

just as we were mockers before Christ redeemed us

THANKSGIVING EVE
This year, we returned to Halls ABC for a more intimate time of worship and sharing. After last years’ service 
in the gym, we felt there was a certain atmosphere that was lacking that could only be found in Halls ABC. 
Sounds of praise and testimonies filled the night as a number of us shared stories of thankfulness for all God 
had done in the year.

CHRISTMAS AT THE CHAPEL
This year, we chose to have a single Christmas Eve service rather than our normal meal packing event with 
Stop Hunger Now. This night we co-opted families to help us tell the story of Christmas from A-Z, an acrostic 
journey through the Christmas story while singing traditional Christmas songs which helped us focus our 
hearts on Jesus. The service concluded with a beautiful candlelight ending, complete with rich singing. Since 
Christmas fell on a Sunday this year, we were able to experience a rare opportunity to celebrate Jesus' birth 
as a church family on Christmas Day. What a joy it was to see a number of families join us for one service at 
10:45AM.

HOME GROUPS
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

We saw some reshuffling of groups and leaders in 2016. A few long-time leaders turned the shepherding role 
over to others. In some cases, this meant the disbanding of a group, in others just a change of leader. The 
result was former leaders being refreshed through a season of rest (some had led for six or more years) and new 
leadership emerging. Local and out-of-area moves added to changes as hosts and leaders found themselves in 
new locations. When Jack and Mary L. followed a call into missions, it meant the Young Adult group needed 
new leadership which the Lord provided through couples like Carr & Claire Lewis and Nate & Corban Lightfoot. 
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Garrett & Kristen Spitz hosted a Summer Interest Group for young families that became a vibrant Home Group 
in the fall. As the pastor responsible for Home Groups it was my privilege to be involved with many of the 
pastoral situations embraced by our leaders. We are blessed! We have faithful leaders who are paying the price 
in terms of not only weekly preparation, but daily carrying on their hearts the needs and hurts of their people.  
Leaders unafraid to speak truth into lives. 

Several of our groups grew in appreciation for the work of Eddie Francis and PEEC as he visited them in the 
fall. More visits are planned for the winter and spring. Eddie is gifted in sharing God’s heart for the people of 
East End. 

In the spring, it was my joy to lead Bob Bryant, Carr Lewis and Nate Lightfoot, through our leadership training 
course. Every other month leaders met for peer encouragement, coordination of Chapel emphases and training 
in one aspect of pastoral ministry. These Saturday morning breakfasts were a highlight of my year.

The Home Group Expo held in conjunction with our Fall Fest on September 18 was attended by about 550 
people. All 19 Home Groups had booths inviting folks to meet them and consider visiting. By December we 
had 262 folks attending 19 Home Groups and two special interest groups, or 60% of our Fellowship Directory 
and 50 % of our average Sunday morning adult attendance (estimated at 460). In addition to our regular Home 
Groups we are thankful for the special interest groups that also provide pastoral care: Sonship led by Tim 
Grimes and Financial Peace University led by David Taylor. Both groups are designed to help participants bring 
what they learn into the broader life of the Chapel.

Missions Representatives got fresh support as Missions Ministry Team member Sarah Touchet took on 
responsibility for organizing and encouraging them. Groups reaffirmed and/or added Chapel missionaries to 
their prayer times weekly. 

Our groups need to grow in local evangelism. Thankfully, Garrett Spitz didn’t lose his heart for outreach while 
away at seminary in 2015. His Home Group has attracted and is modeling what life evangelism can bring to 
community. May 2017 see this vision grow, this “blessed to be a blessing” mentality expand.

HOME GROUP LEADERS
• Mike Good
• Keith Shaw
• Garrett Spitz
• Frank Satchell
• Bob Bryant
• Gary Lupton
• Bill Sawyer
• Jack Clark

• Mark Shaw
• Rick Butler
• Steve Shuster
• Charlie Carmichael
• Eric Walker
• Buzz Kleemann
• Brad Touchet
• Eric Silverman

• Jim Burton
• Tom Kenney
• Dan Williams
• Ed Snyder
• Carr Lewis
• Nathan Lightfoot

HOME GROUP HOSTS
• Mike & Beth Good
• Marty & Shanna Slovinsky
• Mike & Catherine Hoyt
• Bob & Carol Bryant
• Gary & Sarah Lupton
• Brian & Sydney DeProfio

• Jack & Patty Clark
• Phil & Chris Hamilton
• Rick & Ann Butler
• Paul & Joanne Christie
• Charlie & Linda Carmichael
• Eric & Amy Walker

• Steve & Debbie Robbins
• Joy Elliott
• Ron & Dottie James
• Tom & Mabel Kenney
• Ed & Susan Snyder
• Nathan & Corban Lightfoot

2016 CONSORTIUM MARRIAGE RETREAT
 » GARRETT SPITZ, ASSOCIATE PASTOR

We hosted the Tightening the Knot Consortium Marriage Retreat featuring Dr. Jim Newcomer this year March 4-5 
at Virginia Beach Community Chapel with many folks lodging at the Holiday Inn & Suites North Beach. We had 
184 people in attendance from 19 different churches. 38 folks from PCC were in attendance.
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CHALLENGES
We had a difficult time finding a hotel that could provide what we were looking for in a meeting space and 
rooms at a discounted rate which is why we held the conference at Virginia Beach Community Chapel instead 
of at a hotel this year. In 2017 and 2018 the entire retreat will be at a hotel.

MINISTRY VISION AND GOALS
In 2017, we have Dan and Carla Hardesty of the Community Church of Chesapeake lined up as the main 
speakers for the Inseparable Consortium Marriage Retreat at the Holiday Inn & Suites North Beach in Virginia 
Beach. It's going to be an amazing retreat March 3-5. We also already have plans to bring in nationally known 
author, counselor, and speaker Tim Lane for the Consortium Marriage Retreat in early March of 2018.

CONSORTIUM MARRIAGE RETREAT PLANNING TEAM
• Claude Marshall, James River Community 

Church
• Chris Williams and Dan Hardesty, Community 

Church of Chesapeake

• Garrett Spitz, Peninsula Community Chapel
• Curt Kenney, Virginia Beach Community 

Chapel
• Jeff Jamba, Tabernacle Church of Norfolk.

CHILDREN’S MINISTRY (KIDZMIN)
 » PATTI CUBSTEAD, CHILDREN’S MINISTRY COORDINATOR

LEADERS
• Amanda Smith – Infants, Preschool, and 

Welcome Team
• Patti Cubstead – Elementary and 5th and 6th 

Grade Coordinator
• Kristen Spitz – Welcome Team
• Patty Clark – Preschool Worship

• Felicia Maddalon – Preschool Curriculum Prep
• Kristina Silverman – KidzMin Christmas 

Musical
• Mark Miller – 5th and 6th grade events
• Marty and Shanna Slovinsky - 5th and 6th grade 

Apologetics

KEY EVENTS
• WinterFest — January 31
• Community Sunday — May 1
• SportsWorld Jr. — August 1-5
• Fall Fest — September 18
• KidzMin/Student Ministries Crazy Busy 

Parenting Class  — November 6

• KidzMin Christmas Musical — December 10
• KidzMin Christmas Party — December 11
• 5th & 6th Grade Activities — Ice Skating, Movie 

Night, Game Night, Pizza Party, Christmas 
Party

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
A new Buddy Ministry was formed through the efforts of Access PCC partnering with KidzMin. Partnering with 
Parents campaign started this fall.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• SportsWorld Jr.: growing from 60 attendees in 2015 to 90 in 2016, 60 different volunteers serving on 

different levels
• Christmas Musical: 30 children participated and had a preschool choir for the first time with 10 

preschoolers who came up to sing one song
• Growth in support from Access PCC/Buddy Ministry
• Preschool Worship monthly done by Patty Clark
• Elementary Youth Worship team led by Thomas McVey monthly
• 5th and 6th Grade events and activities monthly

CHALLENGES
Recruiting and volunteer retention was affected by a large number of families moving out of the area.

TOOLS / RESOURCES
• Accessibility Summit Conference: March 2016
• All KidzMin Training: October 2016

• Churchwide Safety Training: September 2016
• Database shift to Planning Center Online 
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(including shifting to Check-in's)
• Partnering with Parent's campaign
• Preschool curriculum: The Story for Little 

Children and Take-Teach-and-Tell (9:00AM) and 
First Look curriculum (10:45AM)

• Elementary curriculum: Scripture Press 

(9:00AM) and The Gospel Project (10:45AM)
• 5th & 6th grade curriculum: Student Life (9:00AM) 

and What's Up? and Flyte (10:45AM)
• 15 visiting missionaries this year in KidzMin 

and 5th & 6th grade! 

MINISTRY VISION / GOALS
1. Trusting in God's plans with KidzMin as leadership transitions
2. Trusting God in the unknowns
3. Connecting and supporting families

STORIES FROM THIS YEAR
At the heart of KidzMin are the volunteers who have a heart for serving families and teaching children about 
our big God. In 2016, we were blessed with over 200 volunteers many of whom served twice a month. This 
year was also the start of the KidzMin’s Partnering with Parents campaign promoting family involvement in 
KidzMin as well as encouraging those who in a different stage of life to commit to serving families. Many of our 
volunteers have stepped up to go above and beyond, leading worship, the Christmas Musical, curriculum prep 
and more!

5th and 6th Grade students stared intently at our visiting missionaries as they heard the plight of a man in 
Central Asia who had never heard about Jesus. They learned of the man's son who was burned with no 
hope of medical care. As the story progressed, the students’ jaws dropped to hear how God provided through 
missionaries who were led by the Spirit and how the son cried out for Jesus. After the story ended, the students 
sat there in silence for a minute, taking in all of the details and marveling at our missionary God. The 15 
visiting missionaries in KidzMin and 5th and 6th grade planted amazing seeds of missions and calling into these 
young hearts and minds!

CHILDCARE
 » KRISTINA SILVERMAN, CHILDCARE COORDINATOR

LEADERS
• Siedah Frazier
• Kristina Silverman
• 38 paid childcare employees in 2016

EVENTS
Weekly events

• Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
• Financial Peace University
• Home Groups at PCC
• mom2mom

• Women’s Ministry Bible Studies
• High School Ministry childcare for leaders
• Summer Interest Groups

Notable special event childcare included

• Missions Conference
• Access PCC Coffee & Conversations
• Racial Taboo movie screening & Coffee & Conversation follow up events
• SportsWorld & SportsWorld Jr.
• Women’s Ministry
• Missionary Report luncheons
• Special worship services
• Membership Meetings

In total for 2016, childcare was offered over 230 times.
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CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
• Increased wage scale for new childcare workers, raise for returning workers
• Introduced digital timecard app which allows all timecard data for 25+ employees to be reviewed and 

approved from anywhere in real time
• Use of new computer system – moved from ACS to Planning Center Registrations, which allows online 

registrations RSVPs for childcare
• Increased childcare registration cost for Home Groups & Women's Bible Studies

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Returning staff
• All childcare workers attended CPR certification, or were already certified

CHALLENGES
• Transition time when Siedah stepped down from Childcare Coordinator position, and Kristina resumed 

the position
• Transition time when moving from ACS to Planning Center
• Planning for childcare with several unknowns — How many children will show up to events and will 

we have enough staff to cover? What events should we offer childcare, and what events don't need it?

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• CPR Training
• Safety Training

• Planning Center 
Registrations & Check-Ins

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Require RSVPs for more childcare events to best plan and use our resources
2. Continue to encourage employee retention, engage childcare workers in life of church
3. Exploring options to offer a “Mom’s Day Out” childcare program

KEY STORIES
We get a unique opportunity to live out our faith in front of childcare workers and to explain why we do the 
things we do at PCC. On the first night of Financial Peace University, one childcare worker asked what the 
event was about. She then wondered aloud “What does spirituality (faith) have to do with your finances?” We 
had a dialogue about what Christians believe about the money God provides and our responsibility as faithful 
stewards of His provision. This was a perspective she had never heard or considered.

STUDENT MINISTRY
 » DAN LIEBLER, YOUTH PASTOR

KEY LEADERS:
• Dan Liebler —Youth Pastor
• Chelsea Nobles — Discipleship coordinator
• Emma Pereira — 7th-8th grade coordinator
• Bryan Davidson — 9th-10th grade boys leader
• Mark Thornblom — 9th-10th grade boys leader
• Trae Carnevale — 11th-12th grade boys leader
• Courtney Carnevale — 9th-10th grade girls 

leader
• Eliza Hodges — 11th-12th grade girls leader

• Hannah Wissman — 11th-12th grade girls leader
• Kirby Gross — 7th-8th grade boys leader, Youth 

Ministry Intern
• Corban Lightfoot — 7th-8th grade girls leader
• Nate Lightfoot — 7th-8th grade boys leader
• Abby Brockelsby — Youth Ministry Intern
• Bethany Vaught — Youth Ministry Intern
• AJ Chambers — Youth Ministry Intern

SPORTSWORLD
This year, we had 215 campers and 110 volunteers. The theme for this year was Transfer where we talked 
about how God transferred our sin onto Jesus and then transferred Jesus' righteousness to us. This year we 
added some drone footage to our daily end-of-the-day video. We had SportsWorld Jr. on a different week, 
which helped out a ton, giving us more room and allowing us to open up Halls ABC for dance. We also made 
the camp days shorter this year by reducing the time spent in the sports skills clinic section per suggestions 
from our coaches who thought that in past years' everyone was losing focus in the last 45 minutes of that 
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time. Another advance we made this year was offering childcare for all campers who needed to be dropped off 
earlier than 9:30AM for an extra fee. Also new this year was the inclusion of special activities for our special 
needs campers. We had two volunteer moms, both who have special needs children of their own, lead this new 
initiative.

HATTERAS BEACH WEEKS
This year we had two separate weeks in Hatteras, NC: one for the girls and one for the guys. We had a lot of 
momentum with the girls and had eight girls sign up and go. Chelsea Nobles, Emma Pereira, Jaimie Brown, 
and our summer interns, Abby Brockelsby and Bethany Vaught, led the girls trip. Chelsea felt like this was a 
great week to build relationships among leaders and youth. On the other hand, we had trouble getting guys to 
sign up for their trip. So we dramatically reduced the cost and ended up with five students signing up at the 
last minute. The guys spent the week going through Romans 7-8 and really looking at the devastation of what 
sin has done to us. This offered a time to also take a long look at the grandness of the salvation offered to us 
and the redeemed life that awaits those who follow Jesus. Our summer interns, AJ Chambers and Kirby Gross, 
co-led the trip with me. During the down times, they did a lot of follow up talk with our students and felt that 
these times were very fruitful.

CLARKSTON MISSION TRIP
Seven of our students went to Clarkston, GA to serve and minister to refugees with Global Frontier Missions 
(GFM). The trip was only three days, which was a change from the seven day trip we had last year with 
GFM. God used this trip in many ways despite the shorter time frame. One of the highlights seemed to be the 
awareness that God is bringing people to the United States who have never heard the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 
Our students really enjoyed worshipping with a congregation made up of mostly people from Ethiopia. We are 
looking at trying to do a similar trip next summer but keeping it local and building on existing relationships we 
have with refugees through the Chapel’s outreach.

BREAKFAST & BIBLES
We focused our Breakfast & Bibles study on the Beatitudes this fall. We had an average of six students join us 
at 6:15 in the morning at Chick-Fil-A in Kiln Creek. The students who came seemed to have made a special 
connection. We plan to define the Gospel during the spring of 2017. 

PHOTO SCAVENGER HUNT
As always, this is a highly anticipated event in our youth ministry. Our purpose behind it is to allow our small 
group leaders a chance to start the year off with their students outside of the church doing something fun. Our 
hope is that this will give our leaders some insight into their students and for our students to get comfortable 
with their leaders.

WINTERGREEN RETREAT – JANUARY 28-30
This year four students signed up for this trip.  Along with the four students, we decided to bring along five of 
our volunteer small group leaders so that we could brainstorm together with our students about the strengths 
and weaknesses of our youth program. We realized that small group leaders wanted more freedom to change 
the teaching topics so that they could provide biblical insight according to what was being discussed in their 
groups. For example, if a group gets into a conversation about dating while doing a study on leadership, they 
would like the freedom to dive into the topic of dating for the upcoming next two weeks. Also we tried to 
address the strength and weaknesses of allowing our students to develop their own small groups keep it the 
same as we've always done — arranging groups by grade and gender. The conclusion was that there were more 
benefits to keeping the small groups the way they are.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
We offered different topical Bible studies during our weekly High School Ministry gatherings on Sunday 
nights. The purpose was to give our students a number of options to choose from. This went well but had an 
unintended effect of causing a lack of group transparency and openness.

We also had an intern retreat before the summer ministry kicked off. This went well and helped all of us 
(interns, myself, and Chelsea) get on the same page as far as our goals for this summer and allowed us to 
connect and know one another.
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• We retained a fantastic group of adult volunteer leaders
• 7th-8th grade group is growing and gelling together well
• The Gospel of Jesus Christ was preached, taught and modeled well again this year by our group of 

volunteers
• Michael Caraballo was baptized and remains committed to growing in his faith. Trae Carnevale has 

been instrumental in Michael’s spiritual life. Trae has been Michael’s small group leader for the past 3 
years and has met with him regularly for discipleship outside of Sunday night youth night

• Our interns (Bethany Vaught, AJ Chambers, Abby Brockelsby, Emma Pereira, Kirby Gross) did a great 
job pursuing and discipling our students during the summer months

CHALLENGES
As always, busy student schedules are an obstacle to getting them to commit to attending events and showing 
up consistently to Bible studies and Sunday morning.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• Does God Exist
• Meaning of Marriage
• Gospel Centered Life for Teens
• The Explicit Gospel

• Exodus
• Mark
• Me, Myself, and Lies

GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Our hope for the new year is to create an entry level discipleship opportunity for our students. One of these 
potential opportunities is to have our high school students pair up with a friend and adopt one of the kids 
from 4th-6th grade. We would assign attainable objectives that each pair would need to accomplish each week 
(call, text, meet at church on Sunday for some sit down time, etc.). We want to help our students have more 
opportunities to express their faith.

KEY STORIES
This summer the Lord used the Clarkston, GA trip to help connect a high school guy to our youth group. This 
student is an introvert who tended to stay to himself during youth nights and Sunday mornings. However, 
during the Clarkston trip God began to pull him out of his shell. He began interacting with other youth, forming 
a Gospel centered community for himself. He came back from the mission trip and plugged into other youth 
events such as teaching English as a Second Language (ESL), and joined in on the guys’ beach trip. A youth 
who once isolated himself and befriended only others like him is now one of the core students in our youth 
ministry, welcoming newcomers and continuing to build relationships.

Another key story from this year was the unification and vulnerability on the girls Hatteras trip this summer. 
The topic of the week was Jesus vs. Religion. On the last night the girls had a worship night and time of 
reflection. During that time students were authentic with the group about where they felt like their relationship 
with the Lord was. They prayed over each other and built accountability with one another.

Something we have been praying for over our youth is for students to begin to take ownership of youth ministry 
through inviting friends, being a part of events, and discipling younger students. We have seen this prayer 
answered through a young high school girl. She shared that she had been invested in by others so much that 
she now wanted to do the same for others. She now volunteers with the 5th-6th grade ministry, disciples a 
younger student, has a heart for refugees, and is applying for international missions trips this summer. She 
even volunteers at the Virginia Living Museum in order to interact with non-believers and practices using 
shema statements.

Lastly, there is an eagerness in students to be discipled. This past year we have had multiple students say yes 
to being in discipleship relationships and even some asking us first if they could study God's Word with us. 
This is a work of the Holy Spirit and is an encouragement to see students wanting to learn and grow in their 
relationships with the Lord!
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COLLEGE MINISTRY
 » GARY LUPTON

LEADERS
• Sarah Lupton
• Peter Grimes

• Abby Grimes
• Mark Shaw

BEGINNING OF YEAR COOKOUT HELD IN AUGUST
We used this event to kick-off the year and help college students feel connected to the group. We had about 15 
students come out. Many of those students then went off to college away from the area, but some have visited 
the group when home on breaks.

BAGELS & BIBLES
We started a Bagels & Bibles group on Sunday mornings during halftime. During this time, we reviewed the 
passage used for service that morning and discussed the passage using the Discovery Bible Study method. 
We also enjoyed snacking on bagels and orange juice.

TUESDAY NIGHT DINNER AND BIBLE STUDY
We had a meal and Bible study each Tuesday night. We studied Daniel along with the church. We had two 
nights where we had game nights with the group.

CROSS CONFERENCE
Lastly, we have recruited for students to attend CROSS Conference at the end of the year. While not a primarily 
College Ministry event, it is one that College Ministry has taken a lead on recruiting for.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
This has been a year of transition for the College Ministry. The students that had been part of the group in 
years past have mostly aged out. This year we are resetting the group with a new crop of younger students. In 
addition to new students, the leadership of the group also changed and is all-new from previous years.

This year, in addition to Tuesday night meals and meetings, we added Sunday morning Bagels & Bibles.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The biggest praise from this year has been establishing a new leadership team for College Ministry. The group 
has worked well together, establishing common goals and working to achieve those goals. We did not achieve 
all of those goals, however they have been the focus of our efforts this year.

CHALLENGES
Lack of students participating in the different ministry events has been an ongoing challenge. We have had a 
fluctuating group on Tuesday nights, which can make the evenings difficult to plan for. We made the decision 
to cancel Bagels & Bibles on Sunday mornings due to a consistent drop in student participation. Our challenge 
is to be flexible enough to work with the group of students we have while also being proactive in recruiting 
more students to the group.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
Our goal with College Ministry is to develop disciples of Jesus who engage in the church community with 
PCC, which includes a focus on missions. Before we started, we sent a team from PCC to Christopher Newport 
University (CNU) to promote our church at the CNU Activities Fair and posted fliers about our church and group 
around campus. We started the Sunday morning Bagels & Bibles as a way to recruit new guests and attenders 
at PCC to the group. We continued the Tuesday night study from previous years, however we changed the 
focal points to align with Home Group studies and added a focus on missionaries to those meetings. We also 
recruited for CROSS Conference to support the focus on missions.

MINISTRY GOALS & VISION FOR THE NEW YEAR
At the beginning of the year, we set the following goals:

1. 50 students at PCC or PEEC on Sunday mornings
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2. 40 students serving on Sunday mornings
3. 25 students at Bagels & Bibles
4. 15 core students on Tuesday nights
5. 10 new converts
6. Launching Center for Christian Studies in March
7. 60 students at two retreats (this will now only be one retreat in the Spring)
8. 20 volunteers in a Tier 2 leadership team
9. 10 students participating in a cross-cultural missions event or setting

KEY STORIES
2016 has been a year of change for College Ministry at PCC. At the conclusion of the spring semester, the 
previous leadership team all stepped aside due to major changes in life, such as the birth of twins and start 
of a new job. At the same time, many of the students who had made up the core of the college students in the 
group transitioned from being college students to college graduates. These changes in the leadership team and 
college students allowed for us to re-imagine what college ministry could look like at PCC.

Over the summer, we held a kick-off barbecue to welcome college students to PCC and our new group of 
leaders in college ministry. We also stepped up efforts to recruit CNU students by attending their activities fair 
and advertising our church and group around campus. We started a Bagels & Bibles group on Sunday mornings 
as a way to provide a place for college students to connect. Although Bagels & Bibles didn't have the effect 
desired, we continue to maintain that helping college students connect with the larger body at PCC is a biblical 
and God-honoring approach to ministry that should be pursued.

Our Tuesday night Bible study has seen great support from PCC families who have volunteered to provide 
meals for our group each week. We are very thankful for that commitment to College Ministry by our church 
family! Each Tuesday night during dinner and study, we share updates and pray for PCC Missionaries currently 
in the field. This time led to good side conversations with students in our group. We know that God is laying 
the foundation needed for many of these students to go on a short-term mission trip or possibly pursue full-time 
missionary work. We believe that God will also use CROSS Conference to work in the hearts of our students 
who attend to impart vision in them into how they can be a part of God's calling to take His Word into all the 
Earth.

As we move into 2017, we are excited about what God will do in the lives of our students. We pray for God to 
bring more college students into our group, either through attending church on Sunday mornings or by coming 
to Tuesday night Bible study. We hope to see a core group of students emerge as we start 2017 and that this 
group of students will catch the vision God is working to impart in this group of students.

WOMEN’S MINISTRY
 » CHRIS HAMILTON, WOMEN’S MINISTRY LEADER

LEADERS
• Chris Hamilton — Women's Ministry Leader
• Cindy Hahne — Bible Study Coordinator
• Meredith Cooper — Justice & Compassion Coordinator (Jan-Mar)
• Medy Cook — Justice & Compassion Coordinator (March onwards)
• Jessica Diebler — Large Event Coordinator (Jan - May)
• Laura Patterson — Large Event Coordinator (August onwards)
• Laurie Anderson — Special Events Coordinator
• Whitney Ledesma — Missions Coordinator
• Ruby Hodges — Communications and Discipleship Coordinator

EVENTS
• Women's Ministry (WM) Annual Conference in February at the Roslyn Retreat Center in Richmond, 

which was titled Eve Interrupted: from Eden to Eternity. This year's speaker was Lois Shaw with worship 
led by Katie Day

• Annual Missions Conference WM Event focusing on Africa, featuring a panel discussion with Lois 
Shaw, Lucille W., Kate Shaw and Rebecca Moser
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• Dinner & a Movie in August featuring the movie Brooklyn
• The 4th Annual Christmas Bazaar took place on November 19 featuring 12 non-profit vendors with goods 

from around the world
• Christmas & Crafts took place also on November 19, in the morning, featuring three Christmas-themed 

crafts along with food and fellowship
• PCC/Peninsula East End Church (PEEC) lunches happened three times this past year

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
With the arrival of Eddie Francis as the pastor of PEEC, his wife, Elisa, and their four children in late 2015, 
women at PCC and PEEC had a renewed opportunity for relationship with each other. Early in the year, six 
women from our sister church joined PCC women at our annual Women’s Ministry Conference, which was held 
in Richmond. Small group time, meal time, and unstructured hang-out time all provided opportunity to get to 
know one another and break down the barriers which divide. Following this God-given success, PCC’s WM and 
the WM leader at PEEC, Ebony Richardson, organized several fellowship lunches. The first couple took place 
at PEEC with about 25-30 women from PCC attending each of those times. The year ended with a fellowship 
lunch at PEEC, with eight women from PEEC and 30 women from PCC in attendance. Women’s Ministry at 
PCC, in coordination with PEEC, hopes to continue to build on the personal and corporate relationships that 
began in 2016 into 2017, further tightening the bond between our two churches.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The first women’s only missions trip took place in March, with six women traveling to Brussels, Belgium to 
spend 10 days with Carlton and Shannon Deal, PCC’s church-planters and missionaries in western Europe. 
The success of this trip confirmed to Cindy (and Dave) Hahne that they are to partner on a more permanent 
basis with the Deals. It also provided PCC a chance to see the Deals in action at a time other than their annual 
Serve the City week in the summer. It cemented the role of WM in the life of missions at PCC and provided the 
springboard for other women-only trips to other areas of mission focus.

CHALLENGES
While discipleship continues to be a focus of Women’s Ministry, getting women new to PCC or even women 
who have been part of the PCC community for many years to engage in 1:1 or small group discipleship has 
proved to be a challenge. A discipleship event in October, Geocaching, while meticulously planned and 
executed by Grace Krentz, Becca Shaw and Ruby Hodges, saw only 18 women attend. On a positive note, the 
addition of Ruby Hodges to the WM team in September and her passion for and experience with discipleship 
ensure that this effort, to make 1:1 and small group discipleship a standard part of life among women at PCC, 
will only grow.

Another challenge this past year happened with the long-running craft event, Crafts With Compassion (prior to 
2012 it was known as Craft Night). While this event has a long history with women at PCC, it’s also a difficult 
one to organize and get the necessary (wo)man power. In an effort to offer a craft event, WM decided to change 
the event from Friday evening to a Saturday morning, running at the same time as the Christmas Bazaar. 
Running as a much smaller and scaled-down event, the registrations also dropped by two-thirds. In response 
to this, Women’s Ministry will again offer an evening craft event in the fall of 2017 as long as those passionate 
about the event step forward to volunteer and lead in its planning and execution.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
Women’s Ministry continues to rely on the broad base of women to help facilitate ministry among women at 
PCC. Delegation to the seven members of the team to women who express and exhibit various areas of passion 
and interest (e.g. missions, décor, teaching, etc.) make a wide array of events and focus possible.

MINISTRY’S VISION & GOALS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
WORD — to emphasize the essential and Accessible character of knowing and loving God's Word

• By training women in the Discovery Bible Study format and encouraging them to share what they've 
learned with others

• By offering a Bible study on the Book of Daniel both in the fall and spring semesters

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the 
beginning with God. — John 1:1
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WITNESS LOCAL — to share God's love with the vulnerable and marginalized populations in the Hampton 
Roads area

• By increasing our awareness of human trafficking and serving those affected by it
• By joining other outreach efforts to local refugees
• By supporting local pro-life organizations and ministries

A bruised reed He will not break, and a faintly burning wick he will not quench — Isaiah 42:3

WITNESS GLOBAL — to offer opportunities to pray with and get to know PCC's female missionaries

• By learning from their evangelism styles and rejoicing in their stories
• By attending a prayer time for a missionary in a small group setting

You also must help us by prayer, so that many will give thanks on our behalf for the blessing granted us 
through the prayers of many. — 2 Corinthians 1:11

WORK — to promote and model the family bond of all sisters-in-Christ

• By working together with our sisters at PEEC

May the God of endurance and encouragement grant you to live in such harmony with one another, in 
accord with Jesus Christ, that together you may with one voice glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. — Romans 15:5-6

WORSHIP — to explore ways to experience closer communion with God

• By reading Paul Miller's A Praying Life and discussing with friends
• By learning and implementing new methods of prayer
• By learning a worship song from a different culture

Continue steadfastly in prayer, being watchful in it with thanksgiving — Colossians 4:2

KEY STORIES
God’s provision of women, both those new to PCC and those who decided to step forward into volunteer 
positions for the first time, happened repeatedly. The Women's Ministry leadership team, after having gone 
through a year of transition in 2015, stabilized with an almost entirely new team. The Lord provided two women 
brand-new to PCC, Laura Patterson, the Large Event Coordinator, and Ruby Hodges, the Communications and 
Discipleship Coordinator. Both women, while only at PCC a short time, actively sought to become involved, 
while the Lord made clear that these women were the ones He had in mind to fill openings. Long-time PCCer, 
Medy Cook, stepped up to become the Justice and Compassion Coordinator, while Laurie Anderson, another 
fixture at PCC, stepped up to take on the role of Special Events Coordinator. Meanwhile, Cindy Hahne, the 
Bible Study Coordinator and Whitney Ledesma, the Missions Coordinator, continued to grow in their positions, 
rounding out a team of women in their twenties to sixties, married and single, those in the middle of raising 
young children to those with grandchildren.

As a team of only seven women, Women’s Ministry depends heavily on delegating and building leadership in 
a large number of women at PCC. Several names come to mind as women who stepped forward for the first 
time in key positions: Marti Borges, Becca Shaw. Patty Shuster and Kristen Spitz all led Bible studies for the 
first time. Sam Demyanyuk, Becky Palik and Carleen Lawson proved key in the running of Dinner & a Movie. Of 
course, there were lots of other women who’ve been steady volunteers at various events over the past few years, 
and without whom, Women’s Ministry would not run.

MEN’S MINISTRY
 » GARRETT SPITZ, ASSOCIATE PASTOR

LEADERS
• Doug Noffsinger
• Paul Christie
• Bryon Guinsler

• Mike Good
• Matt Lawson
• John Ralls

• Garrett Spitz
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EVENTS
At the Lazyman Triathlon men enjoyed good old fashioned competition. The three rounds of competition 
included bowling, corn hole and trivia and it all ended at the St. George Brewing Company.

At the Men's Ministry Missions Movie Night, we watched The Distant Boat, a Kenyan film about the challenges 
of the call to missions to unreached peoples on the coast of Kenya. After the film we had a Q&A with PCC 
Missionaries working in Kenya.

At the 2016 Heroes of Hope Men's Summit, we endured rustic amenities at the Eastover Retreat Center and 
learned from guest speaker Dr. Daryl "Bones" Jones.

Men new and old connected and reconnected at various Men's Breakfast and Lunch gatherings. One breakfast 
focused on reconnecting with our recently returned Associate Pastor Garrett Spitz and hearing his testimony. At 
another, our Senior Pastor, Tom Kenney, shared strategies for us to make time for God's Word in our busy lives.

The Men's Ministry worked with Mark Miller to coordinate two trips to the Peninsula Rescue Mission where we 
had the joy of preparing and serving a meal and leading a chapel service.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
We're very thankful to have John Ralls join the Men's Ministry Leadership team this year.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
As busy as our leadership team is, this year we were able to gather for our second annual Men's Ministry 
Leadership Planning Retreat at Fort Monroe where we spent a good amount of time praying, brainstorming, and 
prioritizing about the spiritual needs of men at PCC. It was a very fruitful and enjoyable time together that will 
result in a more effective year of ministry ahead.

CHALLENGES
We had a lower turnout than we anticipated at the Men's Summit this year. That being said it was still a joyful 
and valuable time for those who were able to attend!

MINISTRY'S VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR 
Our goals for 2017 include:

1. Encourage men to get together in discipleship relationships outside of Sunday mornings and Home 
Groups where they will discuss and apply God's Word,

2. Establish four consistent men's small groups that are open to new members,
3. Address three high-need topics for men at Men's Ministry events, and
4. Recruit three new members to the Men's Ministry Leadership Team.

KEY STORIES
Imagine the frustration of investing tremendous time and energy into a particular project at work only to have 
it fall through, or what it must be like to experience a major trial with one of your children, or to struggle 
with feelings of helplessness as an aging parent becomes unable to care for themselves. Many men at PCC 
don't need to use their imagination to consider these scenarios because they lived them out this past year. 
Thankfully however, each of the men that I'm describing here also happen to be engaged in intentional 
discipleship relationships with other men at PCC. These men are holding fast to their hope despite difficult 
trials with the help of God that comes in the form of these unique relationships. These are relationships that 
focus on gathering together regularly to discuss the ups and downs of life and to read God's Word and spend 
time applying it to life.

There's no specific organized arm of the PCC Men's Ministry that has placed these men together. Instead, at 
some point during their involvement in body life at PCC these men have crossed paths and decided to make 
an intentional commitment to one another. And that is a primary goal of the PCC Men's Ministry. We want to 
see men gathering together with one another outside of Sunday mornings and weeknights at Home Group. We 
want to see men being honest about their lives with one another and helping one another to apply all of God's 
Word to every nook and cranny of their lives.
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60+ SENIORS MINISTRY
 » FRED MORRELL

LEADERS
Fred and Judy Morrell

EVENTS
The Seniors Group had an event every month this past year. Three of these events were held at homes 
including: in March near St. Patrick's Day at the Ruge's, where we feasted on corned beef and cabbage; in 
October where we enjoyed a cookout at the Satchell's; and in December where we had a Christmas party at the 
Scott's residence. The other months we had a luncheon after church at a local restaurant. All the events were 
well attended by the Seniors, with an average attendance of 20.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Better advertisement and notices of events drew several Seniors and almost Seniors to various events. About 
35 Seniors at PCC were involved in this ministry over the past year.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
There seemed to be universal kudos for each event.

CHALLENGES
Normal communication problems.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Maintain similar monthly events in 2017 and perhaps add trips to cultural events such as concerts or plays.

KEY STORIES
The events at the various homes were particularly pleasing since there was more time for fellowship and fun 
at each one. At the Ruge's we enjoyed a St. Patrick's Day meal to which everyone contributed something, and 
had a choice of terrific desserts and played games. At the Satchell's cookout, again we enjoyed hamburgers, hot 
dogs, and chicken grilled outside and excellent desserts. At the Scott's we enjoyed desserts and games after an 
excellent luncheon at the Surf-Rider Restaurant in Poquoson. We went to several restaurants for the first time 
this year most of which turned out to be good choices for future luncheon events.

SUMMIT CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
 » DANA TUMMINELLO, DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS AND MARKETING

LEADERS
• Tim Grimes — Headmaster
• Mel Seaton — Grammar School Principal
• Sheri Clegg — Upper School Principal

• Kristie Kucera — Business Manager
• Bob Campbell — Chairman of the School Board

EVENTS
• Open Houses — opportunity for the community to learn more about Summit and the value of a 

classical Christian education
• Graduation — 12 graduates
• Several 20th Anniversary celebrations
• Back to School picnic
• New Student Ice Cream social
• Veteran's Day time of prayer and praise
• Grandparents Day

MINISTRY VISION
The mission of Summit Christian Academy is to partner with parents to educate and disciple young men and 
women through a Christian and classical education.
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GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Increase enrollment to 225+ students
2. Raise $35,000 for permanent bleachers
3. Development of donors to the Children's Tuition Fund

KEY STORIES
There’s No Place Like Home was the theme of Summit Christian Academy’s Homecoming in January and a 
feeling that continues to resonate within our school family. This year we celebrated our 20th Anniversary as 
a K4 – 12 classical Christian school on the Peninsula. We have so many blessings to thank God for while we 
continue to seek His guidance and wisdom in the present and future.

In 20 years we’ve:

• Grown from 30 students to 210 and 6 faculty/staff to 50
• Grown from a K4 through 6th school to K4 through 12th

• Seen our Summit alumni live all over the world serving in the military, missions work, in the healthcare 
industry, in the education field, as engineers, as graphic artists –just to name a few career fields

• Continued several “hallmark” projects that our students create every year (the 3rd grade Trojan horse, 
singing the President’s song in 6th grade, the Bridge project in 5th, Speech class in 10th and the 12th 
grade Thesis presentation) yet there are new projects and traditions incorporated too

• Graduated 14 classes and last year enrolled our first “legacy” K4 student

Additionally, this year:

• Another alumna enrolled her child
• Two military families have moved back to the area and returned to Summit
• We have three alumni teaching at Summit

We have so much to thank God for over the past 20 years and for the ways He continues to move in our school. 
Our mission to partner with parents as we train their children to Discern-Articulate-Serve ensures building 
confident students with a biblical worldview and the ability to think critically and communicate effectively.

On March 18, 2017, we’ll host our Grand Finale celebration. We’ll highlight specific ways God has moved in the 
lives of our students, invite guests to partner with us in prayer and financially, and end the evening with a live 
band.

Where will Summit go in the next 20 years? We are looking to God for that answer. We hope you’ll be a part of 
the adventure.

WELCOME TEAM
 » CAROL BRYANT

LEADERS
Carol Bryant assumed responsibility for the Welcome Team from Jack L. in early 2016 and Chris Hamilton took 
on the role of Welcome/Greeter Staff Liaison in the 3rd quarter of 2016.

EVENTS
A meeting/training luncheon was held in November for all greeters and Information Desk volunteers. Over 
20 volunteers attended. At this meeting, Tom Kenney communicated how important these greeter roles are 
to PCC and the likelihood of a new guest returning to PCC. We covered basic expectations and suggestions 
on handling certain scenarios with new guests. In addition, Amanda Smith provided input on how we can 
help support the KidzMin Welcome Desk as well as input from Jeff Seaton on how we can help support the 
Information Desk.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Tom Kenney, Jeff Seaton, Carol Bryant, and Chris Hamilton met in September to discuss how the Greeter Team 
and the Information Desk volunteers can work more closely together, better support the KidzMin Welcome 
Desk when new guests arrive, identify gaps in greeting our guests as well as how we can enhance every aspect 
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of the current process. We agreed on a process for greeting our guests from the moment they enter the building, 
how we direct them to KidzMin and/or the Information Desk as well as walking them to the new sanctuary 
position. From this meeting and other discussions, we also determined the following:

• Adding a greeter position outside the sanctuary would be beneficial when a new guest is attending. 
Added in November

• Enhancing signage when entering the building which will assist in directing our guests. Completed in 
November

• Providing our 1st time guests with a welcome bag (Sunday Morning Survival Kit) complete with a 
PCC pen, communication card, a coupon for a copy of a book we are currently reading, a coupon for 
free coffee, the Home Group brochure, PCC’s Prayer & Action Goals brochure and the Starting Point 
brochure. Added in November

• Conducting a meeting/training with all the greeters and Information Desk volunteers. Completed in 
November

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Our greeters are getting better at identifying new guests as they arrive and are taking that extra step to walk 
them to where they need to go or hand them off to another greeter or ministry leader. PCC continues to be 
known for our friendliness and welcoming spirit as our current and new guests arrive. Our greeters are always 
ready to step in when needed or if they see the doors are unattended.

CHALLENGES
We continue to struggle with having enough volunteers for both services (total of 9 volunteer positions each 
Sunday) as many of our volunteers are involved in other ministries, volunteer positions, and other Sunday 
morning activities.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
The Welcome Team grew from 22 to 34 dedicated volunteers in 2016. Carol placed a request in the PCC mail 
alerts for Greeter volunteers twice a month and both Carol Bryant and Chris Hamilton worked at recruiting new 
members to the team.

An additional volunteer position was added in November 2016 titled “Sanctuary” located in the café right 
outside the sanctuary. This position provides an additional personal touch and welcome to new guests and 
also passes out the Sunday Morning Survival Kit to first time visitors.

MINISTRY'S VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
The intent is to have an annual Welcome Team meeting moving forward.

As PCC strives to grow and our congregants realize the value of giving our guests a warm welcome, we hope to 
recruit more volunteers for these positions in 2016. The smiling faces at our doors are of the utmost importance 
since this is who a new guest sees first!

CAREGIVERS SUPPORT GROUP
 » BECKY POWELL

LEADERS
• Becky Powell
• Janet Schutt

EVENTS
Semi-monthly meetings: 3rd Thursday 7:00-8:00PM at PCC for the entire year beginning in January.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
We continued our regular semi-monthly meetings this past year: our attendance was lower, but we still talked 
with people by phone as we were contacted with needs or support and held or meetings as planned. Caregiving 
changes a lot for people throughout the year so attendance numbers often will change too.
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We faithfully saw friends come and express gratitude for our support — just a call or being available to answer 
questions related to their care giving needs was a blessing and helped them in their own journey.

We had several new people extend interest in our group and come once to visit who were invited by a friend!

CHALLENGES
At some meetings, we had fewer attendees, but realized this always occurs as caregiving needs change for 
people and they enter into or exit from it throughout the year. It was harder to arrange a bigger program with 
uncertainty of how many would attend, so we often just met to talk about needs and pray at the end.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We used PCC as our set meeting site and this worked well for convenience. We have a resource table with 
books and pamphlets to give out to anyone to take as they might need.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We hope to have more new attendees that come and will continue to reach out in our fellowship and beyond to 
those we can help and encourage who are in the caregiving role.

KEY STORIES
We had several attendees who completed their caregiving roles due to relocation of family or death of their 
loved one. We reached out to each at the time and continue to follow up. Often we have these caregivers come 
back and visit with us to share insights and experiences with the group so we will continue to follow up with 
this in 2017. These discussions really do seem to help all by encouraging, learning of solutions that helped 
others, and extending Christian love!

SUMMER INTEREST GROUPS
 » TOM KENNEY

As you’ll see in the list below, when God blesses He does so with wide variety. He has blessed each of us with 
unique interests and talents. He further blesses us with folks who share the same. And He makes us a blessing 
to the world as we welcome them into our circles. He did that over and over this summer. 

Our leaders/hosts not only organized but were willing to keep an ear out for and convey pastoral needs and 
ministry opportunities to Chapel pastors. As mentioned elsewhere, at least one group turned into a Home 
Group in the fall, something we would love to see duplicated in the future.

Summer Interest Groups offered this year:

• Bridge
• Bump, Set, Spike (volleyball)
• Buncomania
• Craft Corner
• Dads and Kids Adventure Outings
• Flourishing Families
• Friday Night Cornhole and Kids
• Inductive Study of Daniel
• Kickball with Konnection
• Kids Summer Art Camp
• Men, Bibles, & Divorce?
• Missional Motherhood Book Club
• PCC Road Runners

• Pool Parties
• Preserving Legacies
• Regufee & Immigrant Outreach (ESL)
• SCOTUS Chat
• Summer Family Cookouts
• mom2mom Summer Playgroup
• Summer Stargazing
• Tennis
• The Yeast of These
• Widow Helpers
• Women’s Ministry Community Group
• Women’s Ministry Gospel of John Study— 

Discovery Bible Study format
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FINANCIAL PEACE UNIVERSITY
 » DAVID TAYLOR

LEADERS
• David Taylor
• Ron Dewitt

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Tried out co-leading so that leaders could remain fresh with material and cater to different leader's passions / 
strengths.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
1. 35 people going through the course
2. Both courses included not only PCCers but folks from the local community as well — about half 

PCCers and the other half not from PCC
3. As a result of both courses, we saw $111,000 in debt paid off, $35,000 saved and 29 credit cards cut up 

/ canceled just during the two 9-week courses

CHALLENGES
We had a few schedule conflicts that didn't allow both spouses to attend at the same time or at all.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• Dave Ramsey's Financial Peace University DVD curriculum
• Classroom with high quality projectors & sound

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Offer the course two times during the year
2. Potentially add a CD course option to take the course

KEY STORIES
Financial Peace University is so practical and broad that no matter what stage of life you are in, you can find 
something in the course to apply to how you handle money that will help you grow and mature in this area. It 
really is a course that affects all aspects of our lives because money (or the lack thereof) can have the power to 
ruin relationships & marriages, destroy hope and rob us of peace.

For nine weeks, the various stories & situations of those in the course interact as we learn how God instructs 
us to handle HIS money as His money managers. The young couple who is attending because they plan to get 
married a few months after the course learn how to start their marriage on a solid financial basis. The older 
couple who have fought over money for years learns how to work out the stumbling blocks they have been 
tripping over and begin to enjoy the financial side of their partnership. The high school student who is facing 
the ever increasing cost of college learns how to avoid student loan debt and the temptation of credit cards. The 
retiree learns how to adjust things like insurance coverage to free up more money to live on. The young couple 
with children learns how to save for their children’s future and to prepare for the unexpected. And we all learn 
that God created us to be generous.

And it's amazing how much God does in that nine week course. In 2016 we saw over $100K in debt paid off, 
over $34K saved and almost 30 credit cards cut up and canceled in just nine weeks! As Dave Ramsey says,

"What could the people of God do for the kingdom of God if they were debt-free? And the answer is even 
more exciting than the question: we could change the world!"

We pray that God continues to use Financial Peace University at PCC to accomplish the mission that God has 
given us: Knowing His Joy (through wise money management, removing debt and restoring relationships hurt 
by financial issues), Changing His World (through being freed to be the kind of generous people He has called 
us to be).
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PART II:
Changing His World.
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BIRTHS, DEATHS, & MARRIAGES
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

BAPTISMS
The Great Commission of Matthew 28 is also the Great Blessing we get to extend. Having stated His authority 
over all people groups He then commissions us to make disciples defined as

1. Baptizing believers into the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit (leading them into an 
understanding of and response to the gospel by which they can be brought into personal, relational 
union with God)

2. Teaching believers to obey all He has commanded, helping them conform on the outside to what He 
has created on the inside

This year we had the blessing of baptizing 10 believers. Each had a mentor who took him/her through the 
biblical meaning of baptism applying it to the specifics of his/her life. A public confession of faith was made 
prior to water baptism. 

This year's baptisms:

• Stephanie Bahr
• Emily Touchet
• Carson Everman
• Michael Caraballo

• Russell Peden
• Isabella Peden
• Margaret Van Heest
• Brady Slovinsky

• Katie Pejka
• Natalie Clymer

BIRTHS & DEDICATIONS
Children are specifically called blessings from the Lord in Scripture. This year we were blessed with 19 such 
blessings! We celebrated 13 child dedications through the year, committing ourselves to these children even as 
their parents made the appropriate commitments to both God and child. Each parent met with a Chapel mentor 
to review what Scripture says about rearing children. May God find us faithful as we care for both the children 
and their parents in 2017. 

DEATHS
The Lord gives and He takes away. While we grieve the loss of loved ones and friends, we celebrate the fact 
that death for the believer is the gateway to heaven. Both grieving and celebration were had as this year we 
lost/sent on Susan Doddridge, Virginia DeWitt, Scott Wallace, Nancy Geary, Dot Phillips and Trudy Kenney. 
May God use the memory of these saints to spur us on, to be a blessing as they were to many of us. May He 
make us faithful as comforters to those who have experienced such loss.

MARRIAGES
In Genesis 1:28, following the creation of man and woman, we read simply “And God blessed them.” This was 
His way of saying “I love what I have made. This couple is blessed by being a couple.” And He continues to 
bless. This year we saw two couples experience the blessing of marriage: Craig and Tabitha Kleemann, and 
Mike and Joy Elliott Mynes. May the Chapel be great potting soil for these two new plants.

WINTERFEST AND FALL FEST 
 » PATTI CUBSTEAD, KIDZMIN COORDINATOR

WINTERFEST
The 5th Annual WinterFest and Ministry Expo was scheduled for January 24 but winter storm Jonas threatened 
to cancel the fun. A blanket of snow covered Hampton Roads and church was canceled. The PCC staff 
regrouped and rescheduled and WinterFest was on for January 31. Amazing volunteers adjusted their schedules 
to make the event happen and about 400 people came out to bounce, craft, participate in the chili cook-off and 
find out about ministries at PCC!
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FALL FEST
On September 18, the PCC lawn was set with booths for Home Groups and deflated bouncers were scattered 
between the picnic tables and food lines. The petting zoo, ponies, and hayrack ride were staged and ready for 
the nearly 550 people who came out to the Fall Fest and Home Group Expo this year. Hamburgers and hotdogs 
were served for lunch and booths included face painting, popcorn, snow cones, cotton candy, and crafts. Many 
of our friends came from YMCA soccer, Cub Scouts, homeschool groups, and children who participated in 
SportsWorld and SportsWorld Jr. Friends of Refugees also invited several families to join the fun and refugee 
children got to ride a pony for the first time in their lives! Families could connect with both new and old 
Home Groups — many for the first time — to plug into community in big ways at PCC! New this year was the 
#PCCFallFest so the fun could be shared via social media!

MOM2MOM
 » BETH HODGES

LEADERS
• Beth Hodges, Coordinator
• Pam Kleemann
• Laurie Anderson

• Karla Covington
• Kourtney Shaw
• Felicia Maddalon

• Becca Shaw

EVENTS
Fall Program on Tuesday from 9:45-11:45AM running September to December and a spring program, Learn a 
New Thing in Spring, on Tuesday from 10:00-11:30AM running March-April.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Mabel Kenney left our board in January 2016 after 14 years of involvement. We were so blessed by her faithful 
commitment to skeptic women among many, many other things. In February we had the privilege of adding 
Becca Shaw and Felicia Maddalon to our board. Both ladies have brought a fresh perspective and honest input 
to our planning and prayer. Specifically, Becca will help run our spring program, Learn a New Thing in Spring, 
which is still in its infancy. As we enter its third spring, there are plenty of kinks and details to still figure out 
and Becca brings an excellence to the planning. In addition, Becca has a heart for connecting women outside 
of Tuesday mornings: organizing nights-out, scheduling playdates, participating in Bible studies, and reaching 
out to new attendees. Becca has a subtle and genuine way of sharing her life with others that in a blessing to 
our moms.

Meanwhile, Felicia has focused on set-up and hospitality, helping to create a beautiful and welcoming 
environment each Tuesday morning. Because of her attention to detail, our moms are able to walk in, eat 
a delicious brunch, breath deep, and relax without having to consider all the work that goes into the warm 
setting. Along with the physical details of set-up, Felicia also has a calm and quiet way about her that 
welcomes other women into conversation. Her ability to have a conversation and allow a woman to walk away 
without feeling judged or critiqued is a special gift that we are thankful to experience.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Our Fall Program continues to grow and expand despite intentionally limited printed advertising. Upon opening 
our fall registration, it filled in under a day, welcoming around 84 women and 63 kids. Our group is a true mix 
of PCC women (28%), women who attend Bible-believing churches on the Peninsula (33%), and women who 
are not involved in a local church, from optimistic atheist to lapsed attender (38%). We were blessed with eight 
excellent speakers and two panels of women who shared from their areas of expertise, ranging from Get out 
the Vote and Growing your Bookworm to Second Act: Life after Littles. The breadth and depth of the information 
presented was thought provoking and challenging.

The second year of our revamped spring program was a huge success. We had fewer logistical frustrations and 
our moms were extremely enthusiastic. We limited our registration to 40 moms and 60 kids and the program 
was full within a day. In the spring of 2016, we filled our childcare program first and in the fall we filled our 
moms program first.
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CHALLENGES
With the rise of social media, we are finding that registration for mom2mom is filling more and more rapidly. 
While this is a blessing, it does pose some real challenges. We relied heavily on David Taylor this year for help 
making online registration functional and accurate as we quickly filled. However, we found that a significant 
number of moms were signing up without knowing if they were really able to attend, but fearing that if they 
waited, there would no longer be room.

The result was a “full” program that in actuality still had room to accommodate more women. In addition, it is 
our heart to have room available to skeptic women and women who are new to the area or new to mothering. 
Often times these women are not as aware of the opening of registration and within a few hours they have 
missed their opportunity.

As we work on registration and pray toward the goal of being a welcoming place for moms of all faiths, we 
are also asking the Lord to continue to raise women from within PCC who have a heart for moms with young 
children. We struggle each year with the need to balance attendance between PCC women (especially new 
women who might become small group leaders) and accepting as many women from the community as we can. 
However, without the strong participation of PCC women as small group leaders we really transition from being 
an outreach ministry of the church into simply being a great mom’s group.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
It takes nearly 50 workers to make mom2mom available on any given Tuesday. Kristina Silverman, Patti 
Cubstead, and Amanda Smith organize and oversee 24 childcare workers and seven classrooms in order to 
accommodate our children. Sixteen PCC women serve as small group leaders, each of whom attends multiple 
trainings, to help them better facilitate spiritual conversations between the moms at their table. In addition, we 
were blessed with Tabitha Kleemann, Pam Comodeca, and her neighbor, Arlene, all who helped prepare, serve, 
and clean up our brunch each week. Additional funds in 2016 were used to both pay one brunch worker and to 
help purchase food items so that we could be less reliant on volunteers who sign up and bring food.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Our ministry’s vision is to help moms better love their husband and children and to take a step closer to God. 
One of our goals for next year is helping PCC women feel more comfortable sharing their faith with the women 
who are naturally in their lives. In addition to reading through the book, The 9 Arts of Spiritual Conversations, 
and holding small group leader trainings, we are asking our board members and small group leaders to take the 
time to write down and tell their stories of how God is at work. In a busy world, it is easy to miss what God is 
doing or to attribute it to a coincidence. Our prayer is that as we acknowledge what God is already doing, we 
will be more likely to make His name known to others.

KEY STORIES
Our prayer in 2016 was that mothers at Peninsula Community Chapel would truly believe that God is already 
working in the hearts of skeptic moms — on our street, at our kids’ school, next to us at the YMCA, or walking 
down the aisle with us at Target. We also prayed that as we grew in that belief, that we would step out in faith 
and invite these women into friendship — and possibly into mom2mom.

I can now see how God answered that prayer in abundance. For example, I literally saw a neighbor in the café 
area of Target as her toddler son was melting down. As I reassured her that my daughter was known to behave 
the same way and that she was doing an excellent job mothering, our conversation turned into an invitation to 
mom2mom. This skeptic mother has now attended two seasons of mom2mom, has invited her friends, and has 
found a community in other mothers that encourages her to live life with hope and honesty. My prayer is that 
through it she will come to know the true hope of Christ and His redeeming power.

In addition, as I was saying goodbye to one of our skeptic moms before her upcoming move, she shared about 
how doubtful she had been that any church sponsored program could truly have a welcoming space for her. 
Rather than being disappointed with what she encountered, she was impressed by the safe and respectful 
environment mom2mom provided for her to connect with other moms. And that she would highly recommend it 
to other military moms who are moving to the area.

Every woman has her own story about finding our program, but again and again, women approach me with 
thankfulness for the environment our Tuesday morning session provides for them and their children. And as 
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I hear their words, I am in turn thankful to our God for the work He is doing in the lives and families of these 
women, and for our church body for finding the space, money, and energy to serve this subset of women.

MISSIONS
 » JENNY KINTER

LEADERS
• Jack L., Chairman (January to May 2016)
• Jenny Kinter, Chairperson (September on)
• Tom Kenney, Interim Chairman
• James Brown

• Sarah Touchet
• Susan Doddridge
• Mark Shaw
• Charlie Carmichael

EVENTS
• Shema Statement training: Kevin King challenged us to engage refuges in our community, something 

the International Welcome Team is spearheading. 
• Fall Missions Day: focus on Central Asia. Kevin King spoke and led a class on how to share shema 

statements (statements of peace and spirituality that could lead to deeper conversations).

ANNUAL MISSIONS CONFERENCE
Islamic Africa was our focus in the 2016 conference held in February. The focus was on our partnership with 
Karen Community Church of Nairobi, Kenya, designed to reach a coastal people group. To that end we had our 
associate missionaries, Earl and Lucille W. join us, reporting on the deteriorating security situation. 
Al-Shabaab forces from Somalia have been merciless to both Christians and to our mainly Muslim people 
group in Kenya. Our workers reminded us of how the Lord uses such hard times for His purposes. Two of our 
other associate missionary teams also participated in the month. We were thrilled to have Greg and Rebecca 
Moser here to share the ministry doors God has opened for them to bless East African indigenous missionaries 
through hospitality. John and Kate Shaw, educational workers in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
reported to us on the devastating impact of sin on that land and the enduring hope being held out through 
works like the schools they support. David and Sally Lott (Zambia) were on home assignment in Kansas and 
reported on their missions aviation work. This conference provided a platform for welcoming home Mark and 
Lois Shaw who concluded almost three decades of work in the Nairobi region. They now live and serve here on 
the Peninsula, making two or more trips per year back to Nairobi, mobilizing future ministry leaders as they go. 
Our Celebration Dinner featured their homecoming. 

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
We have had three young people serve overseas in our STINT (Short Term Internship) program this year: 
Kathleen King, Annie Cecil, Sarah Williams. All served our team in East Asia.

We added three new missionaries this year and one missionary family already on the field are now associates. 

PCC MISSIONARIES*
• Bill & Sylvia Sawyer — Cadence International
• Kim & Annie Colich — Papua New Guinea
• Mark & Lois Shaw — Nairobi, Kenya
• Lauren Bass — Coastal Carolina University, SC
• Dave & Sally Lott — Zambia, Africa

• Rob & Yoko Taylor — Nagano, Japan
• Grace Barnhill — Nagano, Japan
• Chuck & Susan Ruge — Cadence International
• Carlton & Shannon Deal — Brussels, Belgium

PCC ASSOCIATE MISSIONARIES*
• Mike & Joy D. — Ontario, Canada
• Rodolpho & Eva Interiano — CRU
• Greg & Rebecca Moser — Kenya
• Earl & Lucille W. — Kenya

• Meredith & Sandy Elder — USA
• Jonathan & Kate Shaw — Democratic Repubic 

of the Congo

* In addition we are privileged to be partners with couples whose names are not made public.

We have four missionary units in the pipeline preparing for serving:
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• Dave and Cindy Hahne are partnering with the Deals in Serve the City International
• Tim and Jen Hardison are at Columbia International University finishing a Bible degree before heading 

to the field
• Kathleen King is heading to Chad, Africa for linguistic training through TEAM summer 2017.
• Gary and Sarah Lupton are applying to work at an international school. They are seriously considering 

Black Forest Academy in Germany fall 2017

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Several attendees felt called to serve either short or long term. Annie Cecil STINT assignment to East Asia, 
Tim and Jen Hardison presently attending CIU for further studies prior to going on the mission field, M & S 
W moved to a gulf state as tentmakers, and Gary and Sarah Lupton who have applied to teach at Black Forest 
Academy in Germany.

CHALLENGES
Our team changed much in 2016. We said goodbye to three team members and welcomed two new ones. Jack 
L., our former chairman, and his wife, Mary, moved to the gulf area this year to begin living out loud among 
people as they work at an international school.

Susan Doddridge went home to be with the Lord unexpectedly. She was well loved and served as chair of the 
KTF as well as serving on the Missions Ministry Team (MMT). Her passing was felt on two continents as the 
brothers and sisters at KCC celebrated her home-going in Kenya.

James Brown transitioned off MMT at the end of this year and we welcomed Mark Shaw and Charlie 
Carmichael onto the team. Charlie also took the reins of the Kenya Task Force.

We are challenged to maintain continuity during all this upheaval. There have been rough spots as our former 
chair was not available to train the new chair. God uses this kind of vulnerability to keep the focus off people 
and onto himself. May He be glorified in our weaknesses!

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We sent out five short term (~2 weeks) teams this year. Two teams went to Brussels (Women’s Ministry in 
March and Serve the City in the summer). A team was sent to Japan in the summer for English/Bible camps. 
The youth went to Clarkston and a group went to the gulf in April. Some of these trips will be detailed in 
other parts of this report (Women’s ministry, for example). Each year God uses these trips to support our 
missionaries, ignite hearts for missions around the world and awaken people to look beyond themselves and 
grow in cross-cultural understanding.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR THE NEXT YEAR
God used the Perspectives class in powerful ways in the people of PCC. This year we will prepare to host the 
class again in 2018.

2016 was the first year of our new five-year plan and God has blessed us with succeeding at many of those 
goals.

We are sending Eddie Francis, PEEC pastor, to Kenya this year to help missions continue to be built into PEEC 
DNA. Tom and Mabel Kenney will be visiting our missionaries in the gulf to encourage them and see the work 
that God is accomplishing there. They may be doing other pastoral care visits in 2017 as God leads. Garrett 
Spitz is going to Kenya to celebrate EW’s graduation from AIU.

In 2017, we will send teams to East Asia, Japan, Kenya and Papua New Guinea.
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PERSPECTIVES ON THE WORLD CHRISTIAN 
MOVEMENT
 » GARRETT SPITZ

LEADERS
• Jack L.
• Garrett Spitz
• Amy Watterman
• Gary Lupton

• Laura Terry
• Robert Schutt
• Peter Grimes
• Steve Day

• Joni Carlson
• Safi Harper
• Laurie Croxton

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We had 75 students participate in the 15-week course, 61 of whom were PCCers.

CHALLENGES
Susan Doddridge’s unexpected passing was a major challenge for many in the course who were close with her.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We worked closely with MaryBeth Flippen, our Perspectives regional coordinator.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We are trying to recruit other local churches nearby on the Peninsula to work with on co-coordinating the next 
Perspectives course and to take turns hosting it every few years.

KEY STORIES
In the Fall of 2013 Jack L., Dan Liebler, Bob Campbell, Christine Ferguson, Geoffrey Muita (of KCC) and I 
took the Perspectives on the World Christian Movement course at Williamsburg Community Chapel. During the 
last class we were challenged to write down what we felt the Lord calling us to do in response to the course. 
God used the course to impact us in a powerful way. He opened our eyes to our unique roles in God’s global 
mission. We wanted to see Him do the same thing among other PCCers. So one of the first things we wrote 
down was: “Bring Perspectives to PCC.”

Since then we began working together to develop a Coordinating Team that included a mix of PCCers and 
several folks from outside of PCC. Jack L. and I hosted and participated in a Perspectives on the World Christian 
Movement Coordinator Training Workshop at PCC. We recruited instructors and promoted the course to PCC and 
the broader community. The PCC Board of Elders allocated 2015 Christmas Gift funds to be made available 
for scholarships. Over 60 PCCers registered for the course. When you included non-PCCers the total course 
enrollment topped off at 75 students.

And God answered our prayers. He used the course to help students more clearly grasp their unique role God’s 
global mission. Some joined up with missions task forces and ministry teams at PCC. Others began actively 
pursuing relationships with refugees and internationals. For others including Annie Cecil, Matt and Su W., Tim 
and Jen Hardison, and Jack and Mary L., God used the course to help launch them on pursuing His calling for 
them to go abroad to the unreached!

We are so thankful for all that God did through Perspectives and we are looking forward to seeing what He will 
do through the many different things that people wrote down at the end of our course.

M-PEOPLE ADOPTION TEAM
 » PETER GRIMES, MAT CHAIR
 » TOM KENNEY, INTERIM MAT CHAIR

EVENTS
The biggest event we were a part of this year was Steve S.'s Juggle for Hunger at CNU. This is an annual soccer 
fundraiser that he hosts at CNU's soccer field. This year's proceeds went to community development projects 
in B City and also helped send Annie Cecil on her 6-month STINT to B City. 
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CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
2016 was a year of transition for MAT. I, Peter, decided to step down towards the latter half of the year due to 
too many commitments and feeling that I couldn't lead MAT well with the little bit of time I had to devote to it. 
Currently, Tom Kenney is the interim head of MAT as we prayerfully seek a new head for the task force.

Notes from Tom 
As Peter said, I became the M-People Adoption Task Force chair part-way through the year. A few observations 
in addition to Peter’s comments:

Steve S. has some amazing gifts and open doors. As a Spanish language professor at Christopher Newport 
University, he has been given time away to teach students the English language at a college in our favorite 
town, B City. As a gifted linguist, he has been teaching himself the local language. As a totally fun guy he has 
developed literally dozens of friendships (I almost wrote relationship but they are more than that) with students, 
faculty and the school leadership. As an activist, he has worked to bring some of the faculty to Hampton 
Roads for further study. Next year a handful will be in our area, some for more than a year. This guy is like 
spiritual flypaper. Because he has no “missionary” status, he is free to share his faith story to anyone who will 
listen. After all, he is just a language professor in a secular university! As Mark Shaw and I quizzed him on his 
experiences and dreams we realized this is the stuff of which gospel movements are made. Talking to Steve is a 
lot like reading the Book of Acts and following the spread of Christianity on foreign soil.

Two of our partners in B City have been focused on college interns who have come to learn the language and 
assist in blessing our people group. Sarah Williams, Annie Cecil and Kathleen King and another worker from 
PCC have been sent to work under them for three months or more each. And each has been both blessed and a 
blessing. Our native worker continues to speak into the lives of local like-minded friends, her own countrymen 
and women. A faithful group has collected around her. A worker from PCC has been an invaluable help to the 
native worker's family, serving as school teacher and as a part of the team reaching out. 

For the first time in several years we were not able to pull a college team together for a spring trip. These trips 
have been used by God to impart vision for internships in the past. We are asking the Lord to revive them.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
On July 10, we were presented a M-People translation of the New Testament and Psalms by Peggy and Stuart 
M., workers whom we partner with in reaching the M-People. This translation results from decades of hard 
work and they are now quickly working through the Old Testament. Praise God for their dedication, His 
guidance and direction throughout this project. We can also rejoice that this specific translation can be very 
helpful for translating into other dialects of the M-People language.

CHALLENGES
Our entire team has been very busy with life outside of MAT. A few members have had to travel frequently and 
all have had a lot on their plates. We've all struggled to find time to connect and seek direction for the future.

CENTRAL ASIA TASK FORCE
 » MABEL KENNEY

LEADERS
• Carol Bryant
• Angela Burton
• Bill and Robin Cumpston

• Rob Gerlach
• Johnnie and Nan Harrington
• Mabel Kenney, coordinator

• Carr Lewis
• Doug Noffsinger

Central Asia continues to devolve in security and economy. We grieve and pray over this. May God pour out 
mercy on this part of the world! In 2016, we met monthly for First Sunday Prayer for Central Asia. We also 
hosted a fundraiser and sent a contribution to two clinics in underserved areas of Central Asia. Additionally, we 
Skyped with workers serving in that part of the world.

As that area devolved, Central Asians began to spread out all over the globe — some even relocating to our 
Virginia Peninsula. When our team took the Perspectives class, we saw clearly in Scripture that (1) God has 
used migrations throughout history for His glory and man's good, and (2) He has a special concern for refugees 
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and immigrants. Thus, we have tried to mobilize PCC to embrace local immigrants and to help them thrive 
- spiritually, mentally, socially, physically, economically. We have visited, enjoyed chai, taught English as a 
Second Language (ESL), delivered furniture, sought jobs, provided transportation, prayed, shared Scripture, 
taught driving, helped financially, and offered friendship. Over the summer our youth met and befriended 
immigrants and helped with ESL. In March we teamed up with Women's Ministry to host a day of serving 
refugees. We continue to circulate books and invite speakers to stretch us in loving Central Asians well, 
whether in their homeland or here on the Peninsula. In 2017 we plan to continue our First Sunday Prayer for 
Central Asia, host another day of service, engage PCCers in one-on-one friendships, and study God's Word to 
gain His heart for Central Asians.

KENYA TASK FORCE
 » CHARLIE CARMICHAEL

LEADERS
• Susan Doddridge
• Charlie Carmichael

• Mike Mynes
• Patti Cubstead

EVENTS
Kenya Task Force (KTF) was instrumental in planning the Chapel's Annual Missions Conference in February. 
The theme was the study of Islamic Africa and the challenges our missionaries face within this continent. 
We were blessed to have various missionaries who are serving over in Africa to attend at various times and 
meetings during the month. They included Greg and Rebecca Moser, Mark and Lois Shaw, Jonathan and Kate 
Shaw, Dave and Sally Lott, and Earl and Lucille W.

The Africa Prayer Time continues to meet and pray on the second Sunday of each month in Hall C at 9AM. It is 
led by Mike Mynes.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Both PCC and KCC families were stunned by the tragic death of Susan Doddridge, our KTF Chairperson, 
who was killed in a traffic accident while returning from a wedding in Florida. Susan touched many lives both 
within PCC and KCC, always thinking about putting others first before self. Special memorial services to honor 
Susan were held both at PCC and KCC.

We were also saddened to hear about the death Elder Josephine Watiri Mburu of KCC who suddenly passed 
away. Josephine served as the church secretary, discipled others, and was a gifted Bible study leader. She had 
many friends within our PCC family and KTF.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Charlie Carmichael was appointed KTF Chairman to replace Susan Doddridge. One of the first activities 
completed by Charlie and the KTF in June was to begin a monthly benevolent support fund for Earl and Lucille 
W., associate missionaries in Kenya. Each month a check is processed and sent through the Christian Leaders 
of Africa, a US based ministry who assists us in transferring the dollars into the W.’s account in Kenya. 
Speaking of Earl, he has just finished requirements in December, for a Bachelor of Arts in Development Studies 
from Africa International University (AIU). He graduates on July 1, 2017 at AIU.

In September, Patti Cubstead led an effort to purchase 150 geometry kits to be sent to Lucille W. to minister to 
the educational needs of the children of Bul Bul, a slum where Lucille is actively ministering. This was a project 
which was started by Susan and others, and with the effort by Patti, came to fruition.

CHALLENGES
• Death of Susan Doddridge and finding a replacement
• Vetting the KTF membership to ensure the present volunteers want to continue to serve. Two members 

have resigned due to other ministry opportunities within the Chapel body

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
KTF seeks to enhance the Partnership Agreement between Karen Community Church and Peninsula 
Community Chapel by striving to achieve the goals as set forth, to include reaching the unreached people 
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group, the Aweer, in the coastal area of Kenya and building quality and cooperative relationships between our 
two church families.

The year 2017 will mark our return to Kenya to provide medical assistance to KCC’s medical camp. Mike Mynes 
was appointed Team Leader this past November for this trip which will be held in August 2017. Mike’s first 
priority has been to select team members to work alongside our KCC family and members of a church from 
Massachusetts who come each year to Nairobi serving the needs of those in the slums. This medical ministry 
opportunity is one of the very few times many of these Kenyans living in slums will be afforded opportunity to 
receive quality medical care.

A goal for the coming year is to educate our Chapel family with various articles written by KTF members to 
bring awareness of what Kenyans, and in particularly the Aweer, are experiencing. They will be advertised on 
the website at appropriate times.

BLOOD DRIVES
 » PATTY CLARK

LEADERS
• Patty Clark
• Louise Bass
• Alan Scott

EVENTS
PCC held Blood Drives every 56 days.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Time changed from 1:00-7:00PM to 1:00-6:00PM.

CHALLENGES
Making sure we have greeters and volunteers to man the tables and snacks.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• Sign advertising the event
• Notices given out through PCC Announcements
• Red Cross sending out email reminders for our event
• Faithful gym preparation for the Drive by our wonderful PCC staff! (THANK YOU!!)

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Continued coordination of volunteers and simple snacks for donors
2. Good conversations with donors that may not go to PCC; encouragement for their generous donation

KEY STORIES
Through the generous donations of PCC friends and community neighbors, our Red Cross Blood Drive donates 
an average of 30 pints of blood every two months to the Red Cross. This is a simple way to give what money 
can't buy. Donors can also download an app to track exactly where their donated blood went to help someone 
in need.

NEHEMIAH’S NOOK
 » BETSY WILLARD

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
We connected with Jobs For Life and saw many of our guests at the Nook participate and graduate from the 
course.

CHALLENGES
Low in volunteers this year.
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TOOLS & RESOURCES:
Bulletin, alerts, hopefully a video in early 2017 to be shown on a Sunday morning.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Will work with Serve the City to revamp the closet to make it more efficient.

CONNECTIONS AT NEHEMIAH’S NOOK IN 2016
I bet you think I’m talking about personal connections at the Nook, right? Only partly. We have had a good year 
making some personal connections with our guests (our friends) at the Nook this year. When you volunteer 
at the Nook, you actually don’t just minister to our guests, they eventually become your friends. Just like any 
other friendships you may have, we greet each other with hugs and welcome smiles, and hopefully go deeper 
still. We ask how has your month been? What happened with your medical tests? Did you get that job? How 
can I pray for you? And believe it or not they ask us the very same questions. Serving at the Nook is just more 
than a ministry task! Its filled with agape love.

But the connections I’m talking about that are particular to 2016 is the connection between Jobs for Life and 
our friends at the Nook. You see, Jobs for Life provides hope. Hope that perhaps things will change and I will be 
able to get a job and keep a job. Jobs for Life, as I’m sure you will read in another ministry report, is an eight-
week class that includes sixteen sessions. It helps our friends that have struggled due to many different factors 
learn how to properly fill out an application, write a resume, have confidence in an interview process and much 
more. Its biblically based so there is a scripture lesson each and every class. In 2016 MANY of the students 
that have attended Jobs for Life have come from the Nook. It has been exciting seeing our friends succeed and 
have more hope in tomorrow.

So now, when we serve at the Nook, we serve our friends and we have a real tangible way to help them help 
themselves and have the self-respect that comes with being able to get a job.

PCC serves at Nehemiah’s Nook on the fourth Saturday of each month. The Nook is in the basement of Calvary 
Revival Church located at 119 29th Street in Newport News, VA. Volunteers arrive around 8:30AM and we are 
usually done by 11:30AM. We serve breakfast, have a message, and also have a clothing closet. The closet is 
always in need of toiletries and gently used clothing (especially men’s), shoes, and blankets.

NEWSOME-BAILEY PROJECT
 » JOHN CRAWLEY

LEADERS
• Ken Surles-Law
• John Crawley

• Cheryl Clapp
• Frank Satchell

• Numerous volunteers local 
churches

EVENTS
The Newsome-Bailey Project (NBP), Inc. provides educational therapy, after school reading, and holistic 
activities for 18 students, plus ministering to students’ families. NBP continues to thrive because of an 
extraordinary team of volunteers, prayer warriors, and generous donors. Men, women, and high school students 
from all over the Peninsula and Isle of Wight County invest in Newsome-Bailey students and their families on 
a weekly basis. Busy professionals spend evening hours keeping up with administration. Committed donors 
provide needed funding for educational therapy and tutoring. What is the heartbeat of this unlikely team of 
people? It is simply a unified hope and vision to see the East End redeemed. In today's fractured society, NBP's 
vision seems insurmountable. The powerful love of Christ compels volunteers to serve selflessly and to wait 
expectantly...one student, one family at a time!

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Newsome-Bailey is painfully aware of the alarming educational statistics that plague urban schools and we 
continue to evaluate and restructure how we invest our time and resources in the East End. We are encouraged 
by recent educational successes. Last spring, our second class of students, now in the 4th grade, took their 
first set of SOLs and passed at a higher rate than their fellow classmates. A Newsome Park Elementary School 
specialist pointed out this statistic recently and expressed that she is a firm believer in Newsome-Bailey. We're 
extremely thankful for this encouraging data, but we continue to focus on our vision: a redeemed East End.
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KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Newsome-Bailey counts it a privilege to partner with Newsome Park Elementary School, one of the identified 
struggling schools in the East End. The school's team of dedicated teachers and staff have one of the hardest 
jobs in public education. They constantly balance teaching with loving their students who often come to school 
with issues on their minds more pressing than learning to read.

CHALLENGES
This year our donations are down, which will impact the educational therapy we provide to a new class of 
students in the 2017-2018 school year. Additionally, our volunteer team needs to grow to serve our new after 
school Bible club and literacy program at the Newport Harbor Apartments in the East End.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
Partnerships with:

• Newport News Public Schools
• Discovery Program, Inc.
• Diamonds in the Rough Equine Rescue

• Newport Harbor Apartments
• Midtown Aquatic Center
• YMCA of Newport News

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Our mission is to help students become life-long learners. We believe that a holistic three-year program is 
needed to reverse the negative learning trends of the students we serve.

PENINSULA RESCUE MISSION
 » MARK MILLER

LEADERS
• Mark Miller
• Men's Ministry team
• PCC attendees

EVENTS
PCC hosted six events at the Rescue this past year providing dinner and chapel service for the men's homeless 
shelter in downtown Newport News. The Rescue houses approximately 45 homeless men as well as the 8-10 
men who work for the Rescue and run the Thrift store that helps fund the Rescue. We brought the food, served 
dinner, and cleaned up the Rescue kitchen and dining hall. After dinner the men attend chapel service between 
7:00-8:00PM. We provided the speaker for that chapel service at each event.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
PCC is signed up to provide this service the first Tuesday of every other month. We have continued this trend 
for the last three years and we have signed up for the same schedule in 2017.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We fulfilled our six event schedule with an excellent dinner for the men and a different speaker from our church 
at each event. We provided messages of hope and healing at each of our events during the hour-long chapel 
service. We tell the men that we don't show up there perfect and we all have issues that we need to work on. 
We tell the men that we trust in the Lord to get us through our life struggles.

CHALLENGES
In 2015, we filled all six events with different home groups. This past year we had a void in that trend. We had 
four events filled by home groups and two events filled by the Men's Ministry. We are struggling to find the 
proper way to advertise this ministry.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We used food prepared by the attendees of the home groups that signed up for each of the four events. The two 
events that the Men's Ministry did, the men that signed up to serve either provided money to purchase food 
or brought an item to the Rescue. NO PCC money was used to finance this ministry. Generous donations from 
PCC men and women provided for this ministry.
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MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We hope to continue to fulfill our current schedule. We always strive to provide a good meal to the men. We will 
make ourselves available to the men to pray for and with them. Our goal is to show these hurting men that there 
are people in the world who care for them and we will continue to share the good news of Jesus with them.

KEY STORIES
One of the men that seems to be a regular at the Rescue is starting to know a few of us. He was having a 
discussion in the dining hall with some of the men that were staying there. He proceeded to tell the men 
that he had been served dinner from us before. He said "These guys love to serve lots of food and have great 
conversations with us". He continued to tell the men that "It was going to be a great night." It was amazing to 
me because it really made us feel like through food and conversation they could see how complete strangers 
could care for them and accept them for whatever situation they are currently in.

Relationships with the Rescue kitchen staff really started to take a turn for the positive this past year. There 
was a turnover with the staff at the beginning of 2016. The new staff watched over us and felt like they had to 
guide us when we showed up. Throughout the year they started to let us take control of the kitchen. This was 
a blessing to them because they hardly ever get a break from working at dinner time. The staff actually got to 
sit down and eat while we are there. The main cook, Ricky, even had prayer requests prepared for us when we 
arrived. What a blessing to be a blessing to someone who works very hard for very low wages.

PENINSULA EAST END CHURCH
 » EDDIE FRANCIS, PENINSULA EAST END CHURCH PASTOR

LEADERS
• Eddie & Elisa Francis
• Ken & Lisa Surles-Law
• Dan & Chris Porter

• Ebony Richardson
• Princess Boone
• Angela Beckett

• Martin Fink
• Bob Bryant
• Bill & Sylvia Sawyer

EVENTS
Peninsula East End Church (PEEC) hosted a Vacation Bible School (VBS) at Newport Harbour Apartments 
in August 2016. The event allowed us to participate in sharing God's truth to about 20 campers for one week. 
At the end of VBS, we invited parents to come and participate with their children to see all of the crafts they 
completed during the week.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
The beginning of 2016 began with PEEC developing a Constitution and Bylaws for the church to aid her in 
making sure she is governed by an active and working set of laws. After working tirelessly with staff members 
from PCC, PEEC was able to successfully complete and finalize her Constitution and Bylaws in December 2016. 
They are now with the PCC Elders for approval. PEEC was also able to establish and implement Membership 
Matters classes to begin officially enrolling individuals into the PEEC family as members of the church body.

Pastor Eddie Francis also challenged the church staff to begin a small group meeting outside of Sunday 
gatherings, and to begin doing life together as a way of living out Acts 2 in the life of the church. The Acts 2 
Group (A2G) began studying Life in Community, Life on Mission, and The Art of Neighboring. All three books 
were excellent books that helped the group understand the importance of living a selfless life. With this being 
a focus for the church, PEEC was able to establish her second small group in the fall of 2016 that consisted 
of five men from the East End of Newport News. This small group, Oaks of Righteousness, began studying the 
book series, 33 Series, to aid the men in understanding their purpose in the Lord, in their homes, and in their 
communities.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This year PEEC continued to embrace her long standing relationships in the community, by serving the 
individuals and families who are connected with the Newport News Inner City Soccer (Ridley Soccer), 
Nehemiah’s Nook, and also families connected with the Newsome-Bailey Project. This year PEEC partnered 
with the Jobs for Life ministry which is a worldwide ministry designed to end poverty, unemployment, and 
underemployment in a city like Newport News. This ministry has allowed PEEC to build meaningful, positive 
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relationships with people in the community and with these relationships PEEC has seen individuals come to 
PEEC who have begun to call her their home.

Along with continuing to work with these other ministries, PEEC has focused on serving Newport Harbour 
Apartments, a neighboring apartment complex just behind the Boys & Girls Club in Newport News. Newport 
Harbour has become PEEC’s designated local mission field, and we have built a strong relationship with the 
staff and some residents in the community through our seasonal festival outreach.

We believe by building these relationships and working on showing the Gospel in our actions and during our 
events, that we will be able to plant the Gospel in Newport News and see this city's people glorify God where 
they work, live, and play.

CHALLENGES
We are all broken people, and we all need Christ in our lives. We still lack the understanding of living our 
lives for the glory of God every day. As we work on growing in Christ during the coming year, we hope to see 
individuals live for God’s glory. We also faced financial challenges this year at PEEC. We are a church located 
in a socio-economically challenged area in Newport News, and our church struggles with giving consistently 
for the growth and development of a church.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We began to engage in providing a Jobs for Life curriculum for the community. We read books like: Life in 
Community, Life on Mission, and The Art of Neighboring for our small group. We also are reading 33 Series for 
our men's small group. We've provided the book, Lies Women Believe, for women in the church. We stress daily 
Bible reading as a part of our tools to develop a more godly walk with the Lord. We have also taught folks to 
SOAP (Scripture, Observation, Application, Prayer) Journal for spiritual growth in the Lord.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Our ministry vision for the up and coming year will be to continue to serve the people in the East End. We will 
continue to provide Jobs for Life classes and we will work on providing fatherhood classes for the men in our 
community. We want to be the living Gospel for the people in our church and in our community. By providing 
the fatherhood ministry to our church we would have the potential to provide good father education for men in 
Newport News, and also continue to provide our Jobs for Life ministry to these men as well.

KEY STORIES
One of the great stories within PEEC for 2016 has been the interest and spiritual growth of a woman named 
Hazel. Hazel, came to PEEC through our Jobs for Life ministry. She is a good friend of one of the members of 
PEEC, and she was introduced to the Jobs for Life program through her friend. Hazel has admitted she doesn’t 
know anything about the Bible and she does know anything about Bible narratives as well. Hazel began to 
inquire about Jesus Christ while she was attending our Jobs for Life class. The relationship purpose in this 
ministry was very evident in her openness about not knowing the Bible during her class. Hazel began to realize 
how Jesus died for those who would be redeemed in Christ. Hazel begin to study the Bible (PEEC purchased 
the Message translation of the Bible for her), and she began reading The Jesus Story Book Bible and The Ology 
book. Both books are children’s books, but Hazel didn’t care. She was happy to be learning more than she 
knew about Jesus Christ. After a few weeks of attending Jobs for Life and learning more about Jesus Christ, 
Hazel expressed during class one day. “I realized the other night when I was reading the Bible, that I have to 
not only believe in God, but I have to trust Him too."

HOSTING LOCAL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
 » PATTI CUBSTEAD

The PCC building was a busy place this year hosting YMCA soccer, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts and several 
homeschool groups for weekly events, games, and practices. These groups provide valuable resources to the 
community but couldn't meet without a safe space. Thank you for supporting this outreach to the community 
and for welcoming them each time they are here.
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FRIENDS OF REFUGEES
 » MABEL KENNEY

To know His Joy by serving a fellow refugee (a 2016 PCC Prayer & Action Goal)

“Every person you have brought to my home has been so kind and helpful.” 
"Well, they are all Jesus followers, friends I know from my church.”

This was a year of watching God orchestrate dozens of sweet friendships with refugees. We found them 
resilient, resourceful, grateful, hospitable, lovers of children and the elderly, eager to speak of spiritual things.

Our goal continued to be to equip PCCers to help refugees flourish — spiritually, physically, mentally, 
economically. It takes a village! Each family has an overwhelming number of needs. PCCers were using their 
gifts and expertise to serve with transportation, English as a Second Language (ESL), paperwork, shopping, 
school visits, phone calls, job searches, furniture delivery, driving lessons ... and, of course, we enjoyed more 
cups of tea than we can remember. Often, we listened, pointed them to resources which they could Access 
themselves, and prayed with them. And often we were as overjoyed as they when God provided for them in 
unexpected ways.

These Friends of Refugees leaders met every other Thursday to share, pray, and plan:

• Jill Boadway
• Carol Bryant

• Mabel Kenney, coordinator
• Dawn Meisner

• Anna Townsend

We learned so much through our 2016 events:

• Monthly Sunday evening dinner/discussions provided us visits or Skype sessions with people who 
have served refugees for many years - or with refugees themselves who helped us see life through their 
eyes

• A Core Discipleship DVD series, led by Dawn Meisner and Tim/Jennifer Hardison, helped us laugh at 
our own fears of befriending refugees and gave us more understanding of their fears, as well

• Refugee Day of Service, sponsored by Men’s and Women’s Ministries, offered gym/computers/ESL for 
Sherwood residents and an English Corner for Regency Square. It introduced us to new friends at both 
Sherwood and Regency. Then word of mouth brought us many more

• Summer ESL at Regency, organized by Beth Suiter and Sarah Lupton, gave our youth a way to serve 
alongside adults. It provided 1:1 practice for English learners from lands of which we know so little

• Packing refugee welcome bags at our July Summer Picnic provided us exposure to more PCCers and 
also gave us essential items to take to new immigrant families

• Summer Youth Trip to Clarkston, GA, allowed our teens and leaders to learn from a mature refugee 
ministry serving in what is labeled as “the most diverse square mile in the US”

• Muslim Ladies’ Swim Club evolved because a PCC woman offered her pool to an ESL teacher to help a 
student and daughter learn to swim!

Thank you, PCC, for joining us in sipping dozens of cups of tea! We realize we had more women involved than 
men, so we will be making an effort in 2017 to introduce many more men to waiting refugees.

ORPHAN CARE MINISTRY
 » AMANDA SMITH

LEADERS
• Amanda Smith
• Anya Perreault

• Kerrie Davidson
• Meredith Cooper

• Patti Cubstead

EVENTS
In April we hosted the Empowered to Connect Conference Simulcast — a two-day conference designed to help 
adoptive and foster parents, ministry leaders and professionals better understand how to connect with “children 
from hard places” in order to help them heal and become all that God desires for them to be. Additionally, we 
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held a couple of ministry breakfasts increasing awareness of the need for orphan care.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Changes this year included adding a new lead team member, Anya Perreault, who has helped plan our 
upcoming Orphan Care Expo in May of 2017. She also helped lead the team by sharing her heart for orphans 
at our recruiting tables as well as by hosting a table at the Christmas Bazaar in which all proceeds raised were 
directed towards caring for orphans.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We were excited to have another great turnout at our Empowered to Connect Conference in April. It was 
encouraging to see the number of families seeking to love children from hurting backgrounds. Another big 
praise would be our developing relationship with the City of Newport News Human Services department. 
We are working on ways in which we can support the families and children who are part of their department. 
Lastly, during Orphan Care Awareness month we had six new people from PCC express interest in serving on 
the Orphan Care team. We are excited for growth!

CHALLENGES
Obstacles this year have been feeling the effects of taking a year off from hosting the Orphan Care Expo. We are 
hoping those that attended in the past will be excited to be a part of this year’s Expo, set for May of 2017.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
In the spring, four of our team members went to hear Russell Moore speak at Reformed Theological Seminary in 
Charlotte, NC. We had an amazing time learning more about the importance of caring for children and families 
in need. We also gained more insight in this training on the valuable work CareNet is doing through their 
mobile care units in Charlotte. We have begun praying that a mobile care unit could come to be in Hampton 
Roads.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
For 2017, our vision is to continue to find ways to support children and their families. This would include:

• Hosting the Empowered to Connect conference in April 2017
• The Orphan Care Expo which will have a hands on element this year with packing backpacks for foster 

care children in Newport News
• Bringing more awareness to our ministry through our partnership with Chick-Fil-A in Kiln Creek. They 

are allowing our ministry to use their location as a donation drop off area for our backpacking event in 
March

Praying our ministry will continue to help people see the important task we all have caring for orphans, 
children in need.

PRAYER FOR THE PERSECUTED CHURCH
 » MEREDITH COOPER

Our Prayer for the Persecuted Church Group has stayed consistent in praying monthly for Christians being 
persecuted around the world, as well as highlighting the annual International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted 
Church.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We continue to thank God for the opportunity to pray for our brothers and sisters around the world suffering 
from persecution. In addition to our monthly prayer gatherings, we partner with Voice of the Martyrs to pray 
during the course of each year over a particular Frontline Worker and their family. Our current adopted family 
is a ministry worker in Nepal facing persecution. A couple of Prayer Group members also attended a Voice of the 
Martyrs Advance Conference in Norfolk.

CHALLENGES
We had a beloved and steadfast member of our prayer group move this year. While it has been difficult to build 
a group that is large in number, I thank God for the faithfulness of our key team of prayer warriors.
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TOOLS & RESOURCES
We use great resources from established international ministries, such as Open Doors USA and Voice of the 
Martyrs.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We will continue standing in the gap for our brothers and sisters who are persecuted around the world through 
prayer. We will hopefully increase in number, and be able to do more to increase awareness within PCC about 
the responsibility we have to support persecuted Christians.

ACCESS PCC
 » MEREDITH COOPER

LEADERS
• Meredith Cooper
• Siedah Frazier

EVENTS
Access PCC hosted monthly Coffee & Conversation fellowship groups for moms who have children with special 
needs, and launched a Speaker Series for parents.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Access PCC started last year as a fellowship group for mothers who have children with special needs. Our 
ministry has grown to:

• Launch a buddy ministry for several children in KidzMin who need one-on-one support to participate on 
Sundays

• Provide support at special events like SportsWorld and SportsWorld Jr.
• Provide training on special needs and to create a Speaker Series for parents

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
PCC sent a team to Accessibility Summit in northern Virginia to learn more about special needs ministry last 
spring, and we expanded our team. We've slowly started growing the ways in which we serve our church and 
are dreaming of ways we can grow more.

CHALLENGES
There are times when we would love to have more volunteers to serve as buddies, but this year has been a great 
testimony in seeing God provide exactly what we need when we need it.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
There are some groundbreaking special needs ministries in the United States right now that produce excellent 
resources. One of them is McLean Bible Church in McLean, VA, which hosts an Accessibility Summit each 
spring. Attending that Summit last year was beneficial to our team. We have also partnered with the special 
needs ministry at Williamsburg Community Chapel to share resources.

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We want to build on what we've started this year, and improving our programs for parents, as well as provide 
more resources within existing PCC ministries for greater inclusion. We would also like to expand our 
partnerships with other area churches' special needs ministries.

KEY STORIES
From one parent:

"My daughter is able to truly participate in class on Sundays! She was able to read aloud because she has a 
buddy who can help keep her on track and is able to see her potential. We are so grateful for her buddies but 
one in particular just brings such joy to my heart. She is an advocate for my daughter when I'm not around. 
She speaks up and holds her to the same standard as the other girls!"
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From Amanda Smith:

"Access PCC Buddy Ministry has changed KidzMin at PCC. This change has brought forth connection and 
support on a deeper level allowing families and children with special needs feel seen and loved. Volunteers 
who help in this ministry are learning valuable tools which are also opening their eyes and heart to every 
child's purpose to know God's love for them. We are grateful for the work Access is doing in the lives of 
children and families at PCC. Thank you for an amazing year of growth!"

From another parent:

"Access Buddies at PCC have made a world of difference for our family. There is a peace of mind knowing 
our son has an ally, a friend, a helper, someone who is on his side, during the KidzMin time each Sunday. 
We can't thank Meredith and the whole team of volunteers enough for the time, effort, and love poured into 
this awesome ministry! Thank you!"

INTERNATIONAL WELCOME TEAM
 » DAWN MEISNER

LEADERS
• Patti Cubstead
• Whitney Ledesma

• Jill & Keith Boadway
• Dawn Meisner

EVENTS
• Shema statement training: This training was open to all church members to help them find people who 

are interested in learning more about scripture.
• Discovery Bible Study (DBS) training: Key ministry leaders participated in training to understand they 

"why" behind DBS and to prepare them to lead a group.

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Being our first year, we are just getting started. We formed a team, held a retreat and a day long training, and 
began to meet weekly.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
We met many wonderful people who recently came to live in the US and we were able to welcome them with 
the knowledge of God's love.

CHALLENGES
The team requires a time commitment and an ability to share information with others. It may be challenging for 
some people to fit the time commitment into their weekly schedules and to convey information to other people, 
although it is very rewarding to share God's love with others.

TOOLS & RESOURCES 
We relied on training from an outside source to help us get started and learn how to relate well to our 
international friends.

MINISTRY'S VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
We pray for our international friends to grow and learn new things. If anyone is interested, we would be happy 
to help them start a group to study and learn.

KEY STORIES
As we spent time with friends from many different countries, we enjoyed answering questions, telling stories, 
drinking tea together, and helping with needs when asked. We were thankful for the opportunity to discuss 
the reasons behind certain holidays with our friends and to explain about religions and customs which were 
unfamiliar to them. One friend cried with joy as she recounted a friendship with a team member, while another 
member enjoyed a weekly dinner with a family of nine. We look forward to meeting new friends this year who 
may be seeking answers to some of life's problems.
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PART III:
Administration and 

Leadership
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FACILITIES & BUILDING
 » PETER GRIMES, FACILITIES MANAGER

LEADERS
• Corbin Taylor has taken great leadership of the "Facilities Crew" (Corbin, Stephen Grimes, and Andrew 

Peratt) and leads the team with various setup and work projects
• Elijah Corujo is PCC's main custodian who helps perform / delegate everything custodial at PCC

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
Our facilities are increasingly being used more and more. Just when I think we're at capacity, we find 
another room to fit someone in to. With this increased usage, I've been stretched a lot in my communication, 
organization, and delegation.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Facilities work has felt like a well-oiled machine this year. We had our first ever all-ministry calendar planning 
meeting in May. All ministry leaders gathered with 12 huge calendars on the wall and we planned out the year. 
I think a lot of folks got to see everything else happening in the life of the church, especially with facility usage. 
It created an awareness to all the other things happening in our building. Ministries were great about turning in 
Facility Request Forms, communicating about their needs, and we pulled off a lot of events in 2016!

Our building has continued to serve us well, and I'm so thankful for this multi-purpose space God has blessed 
us with. Some of the big projects we had this year:

• Sealcoating the large parking lot (must be done every ~5 years)
• Repairing approximately half the deck in front of the modulars
• Café sound system makeover with a new sound booth
• Continuing turf treatment on the main playing field
• Installing projectors in all of the classrooms
• Roof repair for a spot that's leaked for years
• Several electrical and sprinkler upgrades / repairs
• AV repairs in the Gym from an electrical surge

CHALLENGES
It's been a continual battle for me to know what to prioritize. Everyone who comes to me with an issue or 
something broken isn't aware of everything else that needs fixing — all they know is what they came to tell me 
about. I'm continually learning how to take everyone's emergencies and prioritize them.

I've also had to learn more about managing employees and how to delegate to them: instruct, but don't hover; 
realize everyone does things differently from me, yet say something when it's needed. I'm still learning how to 
enforce good standards of workmanship without micro-managing.

TOOLS & RESOURCES
We didn't have any big tool / equipment purchases this year, which has made me very thankful for PCC's 
willingness to invest in good equipment. We had a few repairs this year that required the use of our lift and has 
saved us a lot of money in the repair costs. We've had great lawn equipment and tools and I love being able to 
take care of repairs knowing that we have the tools to do the job.

MINISTRY'S VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
Facilities will continue to grow as we as a church body grow in size and activities, as well as our facilities 
physically growing in future building projects. I would love to see us continually moving towards better 
communication, planning, and preparedness. I feel like we have a continual wish list of things to do or fix. On 
one hand, if we didn't have a continual list, I wouldn't have a job, but on the other hand it's easy to feel like 
we're always playing catch up. I feel like we're close to finding that sweet spot in between, and 2017 may be 
that year!

Also, this year I'll have a big changeover with the majority of my staff as most of my guys head to college. I 
think we're set up well for a smooth transition, but I still am trying to plan carefully and get positions filled at 
the right time for training before I lose my experienced guys.
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ADMINISTRATION
 » DAVID TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
• David Taylor — Director of Administration
• Linda Carmichael — Office Manager
• Dottie James — Financial Administrator
• Lindsey Ralls — Assistant Financial Administrator
• Jacqui Stuller — Administrative Assistant
• Janis Coggins — Administrative Assistant
• Louise Bass — Financial Administrative Assistant

CHANGES & DEVELOPMENTS
• Long-time PCC staff person, Linda Ilardi, retired and moved to Texas. Her position was filled by 

Lindsey Ralls with additional assistance from Louise Bass
• Janis Coggins was hired to replace Claire Lewis as an Administrative Assistant
• We transitioned from ACS Church Management software to Planning Center Online which gave us a 

more user friendly interface along with more tools to manage all of the moving parts of the church

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Utilized new components of Planning Center Online to create workflows to ensure that things like 

guest welcome & follow-up didn’t fall through the cracks
• Created an online hub for members of groups (home groups, members, etc.) where they could get the 

information they need for their groups and coordinate activities
• Began work on updating existing policies to modern standards including the employee handbook
• Expanded the use of Microsoft OneNote in coordinating meetings and data sharing
• Incorporated Microsoft Sharepoint for cloud file storage and sharing
• Implemented Slack for staff communication
• Improved, defined and streamlined online registrations
• Renegotiated the copier contract which resulted in a new machine and operating costs cut in half

CHALLENGES
• Transition to new church management software solution
• Staff transitions
• Training on new software solutions
• Coordinating the high usage of the building at PCC
• Finding ways to send financial support to missionaries overseas without breaking US laws or creating 

high risk to PCC due to restrictions on sending money overseas
• Lower income from giving than expected which placed limitations on what could be done
• Declining attendance

TOOLS & RESOURCES
• Planning Center Online
• Wufoo & Survey Monkey online tools
• Microsoft Office, OneCloud & Sharepoint

• Slack: Team Messaging
• Quickbooks

MINISTRY VISION & GOALS FOR NEXT YEAR
1. Finalize the employee handbook and create an abridged version for temporary employees like childcare 

workers
2. Develop and finalize a desk reference for every function of the financial office
3. Continue work on policies and procedures manuals
4. Continue to look for ways to use the facilities that God has blessed us with to the maximum
5. Assist pastoral staff in evaluation of the financial & attendance decline seen in 2016 and participate in 

finding solutions
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CHRISTMAS GIFT 2016
 » TOM KENNEY, SENIOR PASTOR

The Lord provided $28,000 in response to our prayers and through sacrificial giving. Here’s what we gave 
towards and how we trust the Lord will use it to bring blessing:

• Sending college students/young adults to the CROSS conference in Indianapolis, IN over the 
Christmas break. We were able to send nine: Tim/Jen Hardison, Peter/Abby Grimes, Jaimie Brown, 
Corbin Taylor, Chelsea Nobles, Sophia Pereira and Liz Peratt. These nine joined 2,000 others exploring 
the God’s call to bless the nations with news of redemption. Our investment: $6K.

• Hiring a worship and outreach intern for Peninsula East End Church. Carl Jones joins the PEEC team 
in early 2017, bringing much needed help to pastor Eddie Francis. May God use Carl to build the work. 
Our role was to provide $10K to fund Carl’s part-time work for the year.

• Funding training for prospective field workers, a new generation of folks committed to reaching our 
adopted people group in Central Asia. Our own Rob and Diane S. are helping to lead this new training 
initiative. One of our workers, Matt W. will attend along with partial funding for another future worker. 
Our contribution was $3K.

• In addition to equipping the above, we sought to Dream On by contributing to our building fund, 
seeking to pay off our (now just under) $3M facility loan. Our year-end investment was $9655.

ELDERS
 » TOM KENNEY

The year began with Peter Anderson, Charlie Carmichael, Ed Snyder, Gary Lupton and Tom Kenney serving 
as elders. Mike Good and Keith Shaw completed their elder training work, were presented to the membership 
in January, recognized by the membership as men God had raised up for elder duties and joined the board 
in February. It is God’s blessing that we have a new generation of elders coming up. These younger men 
have embraced the prayer and leadership responsibilities with zeal. Buzz Kleemann was identified by the 
membership in April to rejoin the board after being off for one year.  Ed Snyder (January) and Charlie 
Carmichael (November) rotated off the board after completing two, three-year terms in compliance with our 
Constitution. Ed has been in Chapel leadership since the 1980s serving as a Home Group leader and elder 
repeatedly. His ability to analyze and long range vision for the church have provided stability for us. Charlie’s 
leadership in meeting needs through the Helping Hands Fund and responding to a variety of pastoral needs 
have made the Chapel a more caring place. He now leads the Mill Crossing Home Group, serves on the 
Missions Ministry Team and chairs the Kenya Task Force. 

A large part of the elders’ year was focused on the senior pastor transition we anticipate in June of 2020. 
At our request Garrett Spitz provided a bibliography on the topic, books he came across during his time at 
Reformed Theological Seminary in Charlotte, NC. Each elder read one of the books and reported to the board. 
We developed steps and timelines for a healthy transition. These included the preliminary job description for 
Associate Pastor of Missions and Extended Ministries, a role Tom Kenney has been asked to fill. This position 
would begin following a year-long sabbatical in 2020-2021. That sabbatical will entail visiting several of our 
missionary workers, observing refugee ministries and Centers for Christian Studies in the States, and doing 
research on church missions strategies. The elders are grateful to God for His blessing us with a man like 
Garrett, a man in whom spiritual gifts and passion for the pastorate reside.

DREAM ON: EVERY GENERATION
 » TOM KENNEY

In April we held a kickoff campaign to renew our effort at paying off the loan on our facility. Our ultimate goal 
isn’t just fiscal freedom, it's being financially free to pursue some other ministry dreams that will cost money: 

• Dreams for a Transition Home in East End — a place where the Lord can retool men whose lives 
have been deeply bruised. We saw progress as pastor Eddie Francis initiated the national Jobs for Life 
program and as the Lord brought some men into the PEEC story.
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• Dreams for a Center for Christian Studies at Christopher Newport University — a place where students 
can explore the claims of Christ, where the blessing to Abraham will intersect the world of academia. 
Mark Shaw began designing hybrid e-learning modules for use on campus in 2017. We’ll start small 
and without any facility. But, Lord-willing, we’ll start!

• Dreams for a church plant, perhaps in Gloucester. We had discussions with another evangelical church 
about partnering with them on such a venture. They have a larger footprint north of the bridge and 
share a heart for planting.

• Dreams for an expanded youth and children’s ministry. Did you notice the 19 newborns in the 
congregation? We need the facilities for our Sunday ministries and our Summit Christian Academy 
needs additional space for the Grammar School. (Some of us have been pray-dreaming for $10M to pay 
off our current loan and build an educational wing. Wouldn’t that be something!)

A shorter-range (but more easily envisioned) goal was to pay off the wing of classrooms on the north side of the 
gym. By God’s grace on Community & Commitment Sunday, we saw $567K committed to that over the next three 
years. 

Thank you for your faithful giving to the Dream On effort. God is proving faithful to provide this fantastic 
facility which is occupied at least 6.5 days per week. May 2017 be the year He lets us finish the task.

MEMBERSHIP
 » TOM KENNEY

Our quarterly membership meetings included brainstorming groups on topics like Opportunities and dangers 
of the upcoming generational transition?, How to care for retiring missionaries?, and Busyness, what makes our 
lives too busy? In October we were led by Tim Grimes (SCA Headmaster) in a round of trust-building exercises 
including some being hoisted to the ceiling by friends they really had to trust. Membership Interest Classes 
were held throughout the year and eight new members were welcomed. Current membership stands at 172. We 
hope you’ll consider joining this core in 2017 if you haven’t yet.

FINANCIAL REPORT
LOCAL MINISTRY FUND
2016 Budget:    $1,084,542
Giving:  $996,714
Expenses:  $(1,008,098)

GIVING TO DESIGNATED FUNDS
Missions:  $470,895
Building Fund:  $261,807
Helping Hand:  $7,304
Summit Christian Academy:  $24,610
PEEC:   $49,205
Other / Special Projects:  $10,178

Total Giving in 2016: $ 1,820,713
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STAFF LEADERSHIP
MINISTRY STAFF

• Tom Kenney — Senior Pastor     
• Garrett Spitz — Associate Pastor
• Dan Liebler — Youth Pastor
• Eddie Francis — Pastor of Peninsula East End Church     
• Steve Day — Director of Worship & Communications 
• Mark Shaw — Director of Adult Education   
• Patti Cubstead — KidzMin Elementary Coordinator            
• Amanda Smith — Infants / Preschool Coordinator
• Chris Hamilton — Women’s Ministry Team Leader
• Chelsea Nobles — High School Discipleship Coordinator
• Emma Pereira — 7th-8th Grade Coordinator

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
• David Taylor — Director of Administration 
• Peter Grimes — Facilities Manager & AV Technician              
• Linda Carmichael — Office Manager
• Dottie James — Financial Administrator
• Lindsey Ralls — Assistant Financial Administrator (began in June)
• Linda Ilardi — Assistant Financial Administrator (left in June)
• Jacqui Stuller — Administrative Assistant
• Janis Coggins — Administrative Assistant (began in May)
• Claire Lewis — Administrative Assistant (left in April)
• Kristina Silverman — Childcare Coordinator (began in August)
• Siedah Frazier — Childcare Coordinator (left in August)
• Christine Ilardi — Communications Assistant
• Louise Bass — Financial Administrative Assistant (began in June)

Both elders and senior staff worked through the book Six Thinking Hats by Edward de Bono during the year. 
The book presents a helpful framework for any team needing to analyze issues and make decisions. While 
not overtly Christian, it is full of common grace realities. So the hats you see hanging in room 201 are there to 
remind us of the need for balanced thinking.
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KNOWING HIS JOY.
CHANGING HIS WORLD.


